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Abstract
Structure in Document Browsing Spaces
David S. Dubin, PhD
University of Pittsburgh, 1996
This study proposes and evaluates a document analysis strategy for information
retrieval with visualization interfaces. The goal of document analysis is to highlight
structure that helps searchers make their own relevance judgments, rather than to shift
judgments from humans onto machines. Searchers can investigate that structure with
tools for visualizing multidimensional data.
The structure of interest in this study is discrimination of documents into clusters.
Two diagnostic measures may inform selection of document attributes for cluster
discrimination: term discrimination value and the sum of pairwise term-vector
correlations. A series of experiments tests the reliability of these measures for predicting
clustering tendency, as measured by proportion of elongated triples and skewness of the
distribution of document dissimilarities.
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1CHAPTER I.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
A. INTRODUCTION
Given a large collection of documents, each defined on one or more of a large set
of quantified attributes (e.g., index terms), is it possible to select a small number of
attributes that separate the records into fairly distinct clusters? Can it be done without an
a priori hypothesis of which specific attributes are the best to use? Can the selection be
done in a way that allows human analysts to intervene when they recognize meaningful
or significant information? This dissertation1 addresses those questions. Since clusters
may be defined in vector spaces of greater than three dimensions, this study presupposes
that analysts employ some tool to make the clustering manifest. This may be a clustering
algorithm, but is more likely to be an interactive data visualization program that permits
the analyst to look at high dimensional data from a variety of different viewpoints. A
validation study assesses how reliably a method for selecting groups of attributes
enhances the clustering tendency of document browsing spaces.
The preceding paragraph is a general summary of the study’s research
questions,but does not explain its scope, constraints, and limitations, nor the motivations
behind them. Those issues will be addressed in the next few chapters. This study aims to
contribute a document analysis strategy to the field of information retrieval (IR). In IR,
1Sections have been adapted from my comprehensive exam paper titled Visualization Interfaces for Document Retrieval Systems.
Parts of Chapter III were published in [15].
2the term "document" can refer to megabytes of text, image, and numeric data or to a
citation and abstract only a few lines long. The term "structure" can refer to a network of
hypertext links, syntactic relationships within a sentence, or syndetic associations among
terms in a controlled vocabulary (among other things). Document "attributes" can include
term frequencies, author, language, size, physical location, computed relevancy
measures, and so on. A "cluster" may refer to vectors in a cloud-like hyperspatial
configuration or to a set of documents relevant to the same request.
The analysis strategy assessed in this study is not suitable for all documents, all
classes of user, or all retrieval settings. It isn’t intended to highlight every kind of
structure that the universe of document attributes can define. It’s meant to lead analysts to
only one variety of cluster. However, the strategy fits within the framework of IR
research that has been undertaken for over thirty years.  It is meant to address very
specific drawbacks and limitations of mainstream retrieval tools, including those based
on the Boolean and vector processing models. The method employs attributes that have
demonstrated usefulness for identifying relevant documents. It seeks clusters highlighting
topical contrasts that modern visualization tools can show, but conventional output
display methods cannot. This study addresses a research problem that was identified by
Gerard Salton in 1975, but on which little work has been done: the relationship between
indexing properties of terms extracted from texts and the clustering properties of vector
spaces defined by frequencies of those terms [59].
The problem of retrieving relevant documents is reviewed in Chapter II. In some
ways, this study takes a very conventional approach to document retrieval and the
improvement of retrieval effectiveness:  typical documents, for example, are journal
articles, technical reports, wire copy, book chapters, email messages, or memoranda for
which the full text (or at least an abstract) is available in electronic form. Typical
attributes are the frequencies of words or phrases extracted automatically from the text. A
3searcher’s overall goal is assumed to be the selection of documents deemed relevant or
interesting. The traditional goals of high recall and high precision (Section II.A) are
accepted as pertinent to searchers’ needs.
On the other hand, this study departs from the conventional framework for IR
research in several crucial respects. Most importantly, it rejects the notion that systems
should select relevant documents. Much IR research presupposes the goal of shifting
relevance judgments from humans onto machines. As discussed in Chapter II, many
experimental and operational systems compute an estimation of relevance based on
similarity in a vector space of index term weights. The success of such systems in
experimental studies demonstrates the usefulness of both vector representations and the
types of variability to which similarity measures are sensitive.  In this study, the focus is
not how well a program picks the right documents, but how well it highlights structure
that human searchers or analysts can exploit to make their own relevance judgments.
Conventional retrieval systems provide lists of documents that may be ranked by
computed similarity to a searcher’s query expression. Whatever the method of ranking,
these lists hide the participation of document attributes in the estimation of relevance.
They do not reveal similarity relationships among documents in the collection. Within the
last decade, however, many alternative output displays have been proposed and
implemented. Some of these tools (collectively referred to as visualization interfaces) are
reviewed in Chapter III. One such system is the VIBE interface developed at the
University of Pittsburgh and Molde College in Norway (Section III.B.4).  VIBE’s ability
to reveal both document similarity relationships and underlying attribute weights makes it
ideal for illustrating the structural phenomena under examination in this study. The
analysis strategy described in Section III.D is meant to support document retrieval with
VIBE and tools like it.
Section III.D describes a document analysis strategy and Chapter V details an
4experimental design for assessing that strategy. The experiments outlined in that chapter
and detailed in following chapters assess how reliably the method can recommend
attributes that cluster the document browsing space. This study does not formally assess
the contribution of such a clustering to the improvement of retrieval effectiveness. The
motivation for seeking this particular kind of structure (clustering by angle or shape) is
detailed in Section II.A.1 of Chapter II and in Chapter IV. Sections II.B.2 and II.D review
viewpoints within the IR research community on the relationship between cluster
structure in document spaces and retrieval success.
This dissertation’s document analysis strategy is based on classification, the
organization of entities into meaningful groups or categories. In the field of Information
Science (and throughout history) classification has long been the primary tool for
structuring records in ways that can direct people to useful information. Classifications
are seen as a retrieval tool, under the assumption that a person confronting a very large
collection of records cannot have the time or interest to read or use them all. At any one
time, a person will be interested in a subset of records that is relevant to their needs.
Library classifications, such as the Dewey Decimal and Library of Congress
classifications, are examples of systems of organizing records to aid retrieval.
No single system of classification will be perfect for every information need; a
collection of records can be classified many different ways that don’t conform to a
person’s mental model of the problem or group all relevant records together.
Standardized classification schemes give people tools to confront a collection, since an
understanding of the scheme helps them predict where and how relevant documents may
most likely be stored.  A good classification of documents can help a searcher predict
ways in which records are similar or different without examining every record. These
facts help searchers decide which document should be the most profitable to examine
next.
5The document analysis strategy detailed in Section III.D does not map documents
to a standardized classification scheme. Instead, it supports the ad hoc classification of a
set of retrieved documents based on attributes that highlight topical contrasts. No part of
the analysis method itself assigns documents to classes or categories: that can be
accomplished either by the searcher on the basis of understanding or automatically with
the aid of a clustering algorithm (Chapter IV).  The strategy directs the searcher/analyst
to document attributes (e.g., index terms with weights) that define a clustered vector
space. Formal properties of the attributes guide the selection process, but final decisions
are made by the human searcher or analyst. Visualization tools like VIBE reveal the
clustering of documents in the attribute space.
The input to the strategy of Section III.D is a collection of records consisting of
tens or hundreds of documents. It is assumed that searchers will employ a mainstream
retrieval system (such as one based on the Boolean or vector models) to execute a broad,
high recall query.  Rather than trying to narrow the search, the analyst asks which
features of the retrieved records highlight contrasts within that specific set.  Attributes
with a high discrimination value (Section II.C.1) should contrast subsets of the document
set. If the subsets highlighted by a group of attributes are fairly independent (i.e., have
little overlap) then using those attributes together should pull records into groups or
clusters.
Chapter V describes experiments undertaken to validate the analysis strategy of
Section III.D. The experiments demonstrate how reliably the method of selecting index
attributes affects measurable properties of a document browsing space. Specifically, it
was hypothesized that browsing spaces have a greater tendency to cluster when index
attributes (taken individually) are strong discriminators and when (taken collectively)
their values for records are not positively correlated. The methodology and results of the
experiments are detailed in Chapters VI, VII, and VIII. Chapter IX presents an
6interpretation of the experimental results and an overall assessment of the document
analysis strategy. Section IX.C discusses research questions remaining to be addressed,
and work to be done in the future.
The measurable properties of interest in this study are the skewness of a
distribution of dissimilarities and the proportion of "elongated triangles." These measures
were originally proposed to guide the selection from among two types of scaling model
for a set of proximity data [55]. The suitability of those scaling models, spatial and
hierarchical, depends in both cases on how well proximities satisfy the ultrametric
inequality (Section IV.B). Applied to a matrix of computed proximities, the elongation
and skewness diagnostics reveal tendency to cluster in the original object-attribute matrix
(i.e., the attribute space of records in this case). Chapter IV discusses clustering tendency
and why skewness and elongation are appropriate measures of clustering tendency for
this study.
Having demonstrated that the analysis strategy reliably influences clustering
tendency, later research can assess its contribution to search effectiveness in a realistic
retrieval setting. Ultimately, the results of this research may inform the design of
visualization-based IR systems for use by trained searchers and intermediaries in
problems where high recall is a priority.
7CHAPTER II.
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
A. RETRIEVING RELEVANT DOCUMENTS
The goal of a document retrieval system is to direct a user to records that satisfy the
user’s information need or resolve some anomalous state of knowledge [2]. The direction
often takes the form of a list of documents or pointers to documents (e.g., citations).  The
information need or knowledge state is typically expressed as a query in a formal
language, and selection of documents from the collection takes the form of a matching
process between the query and document representations.
In this study, the terms "information retrieval" and "document retrieval" will be
used interchangeably to mean a process through which a human user examines document
representations with the aid of a computerized system.  Such a process often (but not
necessarily) involves the user expressing an information need as an explicit query, and
the system matching that query against a database of document representations. It is
assumed that users assess retrieved documents for interest or relevance to an information
problem, and that this assessment may influence further document selection or the
examination process.
In many systems a query is expressed as a collection of descriptors linked together
with Boolean operators, and the output is simply an unordered list of all documents that
satisfy the conditions of the query. Boolean retrieval has the advantage of giving a
searcher precise control over the conditions a document representation must satisfy to be
retrieved. However, shortcomings of the Boolean model include users’ confusion
8between logical and natural language meanings of operators, difficulty nesting
expressions, and their difficulty in predicting the effect of Boolean combinations on sizes
of retrieved sets. Dissatisfaction with Boolean retrieval has motivated the design of some
experimental systems [37, 85].
Many alternatives to Boolean retrieval have been proposed, ranging from output
ranking methods based on an estimate of relevance to the application of artificial
intelligence, neural networks, genetic algorithms, and natural language processing.
Richer retrieval models, such as the vector processing [63] and probabilistic [76] models
have been proposed as alternatives to the Boolean model. Each model is defined by a
method of document representation and one or more methods of matching queries with
documents2. Several "classic" [76, 61], and more recent [60, 47] overviews of document
retrieval theories, models, and methods have been published.  Recent information
retrieval research is presented at meetings such as the Annual International ACM SIGIR
Conference on Research and Development in Information Retrieval, and the annual
conferences of the American Society for Information Science (ASIS). It is published in
journals such as the Journal of the American Society for Information Science,
Information Processing & Management, and the Journal of Documentation.
The effectiveness of an information retrieval system has traditionally been
measured in terms of recall (the proportion of all relevant documents a system is able to
retrieve) and precision (the proportion of retrieved documents that are relevant).
Although a perfect query will maximize both recall and precision, in practice this is
difficult to achieve since efforts to improve one measure are often at the expense of the
other. Figure II-1 shows a graph illustrating the inverse relationship between recall and
precision [61]; most retrieval systems allow users to conduct searches ranging from broad
2The vector model, which grounds important concepts in this study, is given more detail in Section II.B.
9(high recall, low precision) to narrow (high precision, low recall) searches. Systems
provide different mechanisms for control of search breadth:  selection and combination of
search terms in the case of Boolean systems [77] and adjustment of a retrieval threshold






Figure II-1: Inverse relationship between recall and precision
In the present study, two evaluation issues are of primary concern:
1. The importance of recall and precision depend to a great extent on the task
or problem that brings the searcher to the database. In a fact-finding task, a
single relevant document containing the necessary facts may be all that the
searcher needs. In that case, precision is likely to be more important than
recall. In the preparation of a bibliography for a review, a searcher may be
willing to look at many irrelevant documents in order to make sure that
relevant documents have not been missed. Recall would be more important
than precision in such a case.
2. Even if the searcher’s ultimate goal is to maximize both recall and
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precision, data processing can support those goals in more than one way.
Traditionally, IR research has been carried out under the assumption that
the burden of selecting documents should shift from humans to computer
programs: the goal has been to build systems that can separate relevant
from irrelevant documents. But an alternative philosophy seeks to shift
power and responsibility back to searchers; under that philosophy, the role
of systems is to support human judgments of document relevance. Chapter
III.A describes a strategy for document retrieval, organization, and
classification using visualization interfaces in a high-recall browsing
environment.
1. Semantic Clusters and the Online Searcher
Imagine someone searching a database of business journal articles for material on
the evaluation of management information systems. The words "evaluation,"
"information," "management," and "systems," would seem to be obvious search terms. Of
the documents that mention these terms in the title, abstract, or text, many may cover the
topic of MIS evaluation; other topics might include the following:
- Management and evaluation of information systems
- Information systems for performance evaluation (a management tool)
- The role of executive information systems in management
- Information on systems for the evaluation of management
- The use of information systems for evaluation of management
One can think of each of these topics as representing different semantic clusters in
the set of documents containing the search terms.  Mainstream information retrieval
systems provide searchers with tools [24] to help them isolate these groups:
- Boolean operators: A searcher might restrict the retrieved set to only those
documents containing all search terms.
- Proximity and Adjacency operators: A searcher might specify, for example,
that "management" appear adjacent to "information," and that "evaluation"
occur within two words of "system."
- Controlled vocabulary: If there exists a specific subject heading or index
term such as "systems evaluation" or "management information systems" the
searcher can do a very focused retrieval on those fields rather than the entire
record.
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It may be the case, however, that no such tools are available to the searcher.
Internet resources, for example, are not generally (and never globally) indexed or
classified by humans; Internet search engines may support full-text retrieval, but may not
support qualifiers for proximity, adjacency, and Boolean expressions [54].
In such a situation, there are several ways in which a system or interface might
help a searcher recognize and isolate meaningful clusters of documents from a retrieved
set:
1. A system might inform which documents satisfy Boolean combinations of
search terms. For example, articles focusing on the role of information
systems in management may not mention the term "evaluation."  Tools such
as VIBE and InfoCrystal (Section III.B) could highlight sets of documents
that contain all four search terms, even if the underlying retrieval engine
does not support searching with complex Boolean queries.
2. A system might estimate absolute or relative importance of the search terms
in the retrieved documents, based on the frequency of occurrence. For
example, an article on evaluation of managers might mention the terms
"information" and "systems" once or twice. Interfaces based on vector sums
(Sections III.B.4, III.B.5) and parallel coordinates (Section III.B.3) can help
users distinguish among documents that satisfy the same Boolean
expressions, but differ in the degree of topic coverage (Section III.B).
3. Terms used to select a set of documents may lack the power to discriminate
the set into smaller clusters. Frequencies of terms like "information,"
"systems," "management," and "evaluation," might be useless for separating
articles on management information systems evaluation from articles on
management evaluation systems information. However, it may be that
(unknown to the searcher) most or all articles on the former topic have a
high frequency of the acronym "MIS." If the retrieved set contains many
irrelevant articles on "total quality management," then a high frequency of
the term "quality" might serve to distinguish this irrelevant subcluster from
the remaining documents. A system might estimate discriminatory power
for all terms over the set of documents initially retrieved (Section II.C.1).
Though it may be possible to separate meaningful clusters from a set of retrieved
documents on the basis of discriminating terms, searchers will usually have trouble
knowing or guessing what those terms are. One problem is that whether a term is a good
or poor discriminator is not always obvious; another problem is that people generally
have a hard time thinking of more than a few words to describe a topic [21]. Section III.D
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describes a method for choosing terms that addresses both problems:  terms appearing in
retrieved documents are ranked by discrimination value so that searchers can recognize
relevant words, and understand which of them are strong or poor discriminators. Term
discrimination value and the similarity measurements on which it is based are grounded
in the vector processing model for information retrieval, reviewed in the following
section.
B. VECTOR SPACE REPRESENTATIONS
The vector space (or vector processing) model is a model for document and query
representation, that includes operations for matching queries to documents based on
measures of similarity [61]. The vector model is an alternative to the Boolean and
probabilistic models [45, 76] for information retrieval.
In the vector processing model documents are represented as vectors of binary or
numeric term weights. These representations are typically interpreted geometrically as
coordinates in a "space" of index terms. Queries and user profiles [36, 38] are also
represented as points in the document space, and relevance of a document to a query is
computed in terms of a proximity or association measure such as a distance metric or
angular similarity measure [35].
In a 1984 review of the vector processing model, Wong and Raghavan claim not to
have found explicit references to vector space representations for documents earlier than
1975 [81]. But a technical report written by John Sammon in 1968 presents the details of
a vector space representation for documents, contrasts it with the Boolean model, and
outlines its use as a basis for statistical association measures [64]. Salton’s IR text
published the same year as Sammon’s report includes vector representations of and
comparisons between documents. Unlike Sammon, Salton didn’t use the term "vector
model," nor do Salton’s 1968 diagrams make the geometric interpretation explicit as in
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later papers [58, 63]. Selected elements of the vector model (such as real-valued term
weights and comparing documents with a cosine measure) appeared in published research
even earlier than Salton’s and Sammon’s publications [71].
In essence, the vector model just models documents in the same kind of
multivariate representation used for other kinds of objects in statistical [43] and
taxonomic [68] representations. Many experimental information retrieval systems and
studies have employed a vector model representation. Texts and papers written during the
1970s include diagrams in which vector spaces are interpreted geometrically to explain
clustered file organizations and relevance feedback [8].
1. Similarity Measures
Researchers in IR began experimenting with similarity measures in the early 1960s
[40]. Typically, a query representation is matched against document representations, and
those documents falling within a certain similarity threshold are retrieved and presented
to the searcher (ranked by decreasing similarity). Two attractive features have motivated
these measures’ inclusion first in experimental and recently in commercial text retrieval
tools:
1. Under Boolean retrieval, logic guarantees that every possible subset of
documents (including the subset consisting of exactly all relevant
documents) can be retrieved if only the searcher creates the correct
expression. But in practice finding exactly the right query becomes
difficult as the number of terms increases and the number of potential
queries expands combinatorially. Similarity measures relieve a searcher of
the burden of exploring different term combinations: he or she simply
enters terms, possibly with weights reflecting relative importance.
Alternatively, documents can be matched directly against a document or
excerpt known to be relevant.
2. Conventional Boolean retrieval works on binary term assignments in
document and query representations. Similarity measures take advantage of
richer representations (e.g., term weights based on occurrence frequency).
Most similarity measures can be classified [1] into one of four types:
1. Angular measures (e.g., the cosine measure)
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2. Distance measures (e.g., Euclidean Distance)
3. Association coefficients (e.g., Jaccard’s coefficient)
4. Probabilistic measures
Of those, the first two are relevant to the vector processing model, thanks to their
geometric interpretation3. The most popular distance measure is the Euclidean or L2
measure, a generalization of the Pythagorean Theorem:
Dist(J,K) =√∑ (Tij −Tik)2ni = 1
The distance between documents J and K is equal to the square root of the sum of
squared differences for each term weight (Tij is equal to the weight of term i in document
j). Euclidean distance itself is a special case of the general Minkowsi metrics [1],
although any dissimilarity measure satisfying the three metric axioms of symmetry,
positivity and the triangle inequality is a metric [25].
The most popular angular measure in IR research is the cosine measure, calculated
with the following formula:
Sim(J,K)= ∑ (Tij × Tik)
n
i = 1
√∑ T ×∑ Tni = 1 2ij ni = 1 2ik
The cosine measure calculates the cosine of the angle between two document
representation vectors. Its popularity in IR must in part be attributed to the measure’s
sensitivity to "topical" or "within-object term relationships," [35]. Put another way, the
cosine measure is most sensitive to the relative importance of the terms or topics in the
document: which is the strongest, which the weakest, etc.  Euclidean distance and the
cosine measure often disagree as to which document pairs are most similar and least
similar, since vectors may be very distant from each other (owing, for example to vastly
different lengths) and yet still have a very small angle between them.
3A geometric analysis of measures traditionally classed in the third category is possible [35]
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2. The Cluster Hypothesis
One viewpoint that has emerged as a result of viewing documents as points in a
vector space has come to be called the Cluster Hypothesis [60]. This is the hypothesis
that retrieval in the vicinity (as measured by similarity) of a known relevant document is
likely to retrieve other relevant documents.
Salton summarizes the cluster hypothesis by stating that it holds "when
associations between documents . . .convey information about the joint relevance of
documents to queries in a collection" [60]. This essentially means that if a document is
relevant to some query, similarly relevant documents will be found in close proximity to
it in the document space.  Documents that are not relevant to the query will not be near
the relevant ones. One puts the cluster hypothesis to practical use by applying a clustering
algorithm [1] to the document representation data.  The user, having found a relevant
document, retrieves other documents from the same cluster. This should increase the
recall of the search, since other relevant documents will be retrieved. Precision should
also be increased, since fewer irrelevant documents will be retrieved. Methods for
applying clustering algorithms to document collections are described in standard IR texts
[60, 56].
One notes that the cluster hypothesis actually has nothing to do with whether the
document space exhibits a clustered configuration (see Sections II.D and IV.C.1). It
simply states that for most queries relevant documents will be near each other (as
measured by a proximity measure) and far from irrelevant documents.  In a 1987 paper,
El-Hamdouchi and Willett suggest methods for measuring clustering tendency in
document collections, but their methods concern testing the validity of the Cluster
Hypothesis, not clustering tendency as the term is used in multivariate analysis [16].
Applications of hierarchical clustering in IR began in the 1970s [33]. Willett has
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written a review of such applications to 1988 [80]. In a 1992 paper, Ottaviani writes that
the hierarchical clustering methods (Chapter IV) often employed in IR fail to capture
important relevance relationships among documents, but that the evolution of users’
interests during iterative searches requires a "fractal" model of relevance and cluster
shapes [53]. Details of specific clustering methods and their application in IR have been
summarized in standard IR texts [56, 60].
3. Criticisms of the Vector Model
The vector model has been criticized for the tacit assumption that vectors
representing index terms are pairwise orthogonal. In a series of papers starting in 1984,
Vijay Raghavan and S.K.M. Wong proposed that dependencies among index terms be
taken into account with a model that reconciles the vector model with the Boolean model
[81, 83, 82, 84]. In Wong and Raghavan’s "extended vector model," two term vectors are
uncorrelated if the sets of documents they describe are completely disjoint. To the extent
that those sets overlap, the term vectors are correlated. The correlations participate in the
calculation of similarity between documents.
In a more recent paper, Bollman-Sdorra and Raghavan have pointed out that
assumptions often made about preference relations holding among queries and among
documents lead to contradictions if queries and documents are represented in the same
vector space [3]. It remains an open questions whether the authors’ contrived examples
help explain problems in realistic retrieval settings.
A more general criticism that may be leveled at the representation of document
similarities in vector spaces has emerged from the literature of multidimensional scaling
(or multidimensional similarity structure analysis) [4]. Studies such as those conducted
by Tversky supply evidence that many judgments of similarity by humans violate metric
properties such as symmetry and the triangle inequality [74, 22, 75]. If judgments of
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relevance and document relationships by humans fail to respect constraints built into
similarity measures, then retrieval effectiveness may suffer. However, users’ difficulty
with Boolean search expressions and estimations of probabilities [78] suggest that similar
criticisms might be leveled at other retrieval models.
C. DISCRIMINATORY POWER OF SEARCH AND INDEX TERMS
"Discriminatory power" means power to separate, and depending on the context
may refer to one or more characteristics of an attribute of a document or other record. In
the literature of conventional online searching, one reads of a search term having
discriminatory power due to its specificity [77]. For example, in a database of documents
describing quantitative social science research "kurtosis" should have strong
discriminatory power as a search term. The word "kurtosis" refers to a characteristic of
distributions, and its appearance in a document title or abstract will surely indicate a
reference to this concept. The term "skew" can also refer to a characteristic of a
distribution, but has nontechnical senses in addition to the mathematical sense. The
appearance of the word "skew" in a document may or may not refer to the skewness of a
distribution, and therefore has less power than the word "kurtosis" to discriminate
documents that refer to a mathematical characteristic. Discriminatory power, in this
sense, is associated with attributes characterizing few documents in the collection. The
most discriminating term would be one that occurs nowhere but in the collection’s only
relevant document (e.g., an acronym coined by the document’s author).
Section IV.C.1 discusses the notion of clustering tendency: the degree to which a
particular representation (attributes and association measure) for records divides them
into distinct groups. Researchers concerned with clustering tendency [49] speak of the
discriminatory power of attribute variables (i.e., the degree to which they highlight
groupings or clusters). This second sense of discriminatory power is related to the first:
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the term "kurtosis," for example, in a database of social science research articles
discriminates the subset of the collection which refer to the kurtosis of a statistical
distribution. This sense of discriminatory power differs from the first, in that an attribute
characterizing a single record would not be considered to be as strong a discriminator as
one, for example, characterizing a tenth of the collection.
A third kind of discriminatory power that an attribute variable can possess is the
degree to which it highlights differences or contrasts across the entire collection of
records. For example, in a collection of bibliographic citations to articles in a single
journal, journal title has no discriminatory power since all records take the same value.
The use of journal title in document representations would highlight a similarity among
all the records in such a collection. Presumably one would find that articles were written
by a variety of authors, and so document author would be a better discriminator: its use in
representations would highlight a contrast among the records. Section II.C.1 describes a
quantitative measure of this third sense of discrimination. The research outlined in
Chapter V is an investigation of the relationship between the second and third senses of
discriminatory power: can one estimate the degree to which an extracted term will
discriminate clusters on the basis of its capability to highlight contrasts?
1. Term Discrimination Value (TDV)
The discrimination value of an index term is a measure of an individual term’s
contribution to the average similarity in a document space [62]. The discrimination value
of a term k is calculated by determining the mean similarity among all N documents
when the term is included as a descriptor and subtracting that from the average document
similarity when the term is absent as a descriptor. Average similarity is calculated either
by taking the mean of all pairwise document similarities in the collection or by averaging
the similarities of each document to a centroid document C, an imaginary document in
which terms are assumed to exhibit frequencies equal to their average frequencies across
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the N documents in the collection. In the following equation, Sim(X,Y) is the computed
similarity between documents X and Y, Dik is the representation of document i with term
k absent, and Ck is the representation of the centroid with term k absent.
TDVk = ( ∑ Sim(Dik,Ck)) − ( ∑ Sim(Di,C))
1
N Ni = 1
1
N Ni = 1
Typically, extracted terms are ranked according to discrimination value and the
rank is considered an ordinal measure of the term’s discriminatory power. There’s no
theoretical basis for interpreting discrimination values beyond their order because there’s
no standard for the specific contribution one term should make to average similarity in
the vector space.
Comparative analyses of the methods4 of calculating term discrimination value
have been conducted [79, 17, 9]. Terms with positive discrimination values make the
documents in the collection seem less similar to each other, on average. A negative
discrimination value indicates that the nonuse of the term as a descriptor will help
distinguish the documents. Many terms in a collection will have a discrimination value
near zero, indicating that their use or nonuse as descriptors will have little impact on the
average similarity between documents.
When Gerard Salton first introduced the discrimination value model of term
importance, one of its justifications was that recall and precision for cluster-based
retrieval methods would be improved [62]. By choosing index terms with strong
discriminatory power, relevant documents would be positioned closer to each other in the
document space, and irrelevant documents would be separated from the relevant ones.
One might generalize this notion by predicting that when strong discriminators are
4Averaging similarities over all pairs of documents is referred to as the exact method; use of a centroid is referred to as the
approximate method. El-Hamdouchi and Willet’s 1988 paper reports a faster algorithm for the exact method.
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chosen for indexing, the documents (whether relevant or not) will be more likely to form
tight, widely separated clusters of similar vectors. Poor discriminators highlight
similarities (i.e., common attributes), and group the collection into a uniform mass. The
hypothesis that strong discriminators increase the clustering tendency of a document
collection forms one of the bases of the "cover coefficient" model of term importance [5].
2. Discrimination Value and Similarity Measures
One of the first conclusions Salton drew in the original term discrimination
research was that much variability in discrimination value can be explained by term
frequencies within the collection: terms with the highest discrimination value tend to
occur with intermediate frequency. Low frequency terms, according to Salton, have









































































Document frequency vs. average TDV rank

















Figure II-2: Plot of average TDV rank vs. document frequency (Bible chapters)
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Figure II-2 is representative of the relationship that Salton discovered. The original
data are frequencies of stems extracted from Bible chapters (Appendix C). The x axis of
the graph represents number of documents containing at least one occurrence of a stem.
The y axis indicates the average TDV rank, where TDV was calculated using the centroid
method and the cosine measure of similarity. For example, the rankings of every stem
occurring in exactly 17 (out of 130) documents were averaged to create one of the points.
Therefore, collection frequencies associated with the best ranks are plotted lowest on the
y axis.
In 1985 Peter Willett challenged Salton’s conclusions about the relationship
between similarity measures, demonstrating that under different similarity measures, the
shape of the relationship was quite different [79]. Willett showed that plotting TDV rank
vs. document frequency produced the familiar horseshoe-shaped graph as long as
discrimination value was calculated using the cosine measure. But if similarity is
calculated using the simple inner product (numerator of the cosine formula) then TDV is
a monotone decreasing function of collection frequency. TDV increases with collection
frequency if similarity is calculated using Euclidean distance5.
Willett concludes that the relationship between TDV and collection frequency is
dependent "not so much upon characteristics of the index terms as upon the measure of
inter-document similarity that is used for the calculation of discrimination values."
Although choice of similarity measure definitely makes a difference, Willett’s study
presents an incomplete picture: it is a mistake to conclude that index term characteristics
are irrelevant.  Differences among the similarity measures make sense in the light of
measures’ sensitivity to different components of variability in data:
- Willett doesn’t point out that if inter-document similarity is calculated using
the inner product, then discrimination values can only be negative. This
5Willett’s analysis depends on the simplifying assumption that term weights are binary.
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follows from the fact that under the inner product, the inclusion of any
attribute can only make records appear more similar to each other. At best,
the average similarity will be unchanged if no records are indexed on the
attribute’s dimension. This follows from the inner product’s component-wise
monotonicity [35].
- If inter-document similarity is calculated using Euclidean distance,
discrimination value can only be positive. Whereas an attribute can only
increase the average similarity under the inner product, such an attribute can
only decrease the average under L2. At worst, if all records receive the same
weight on the attribute, the collection is simply translated a fixed distance in
space and the distribution remains unchanged. Of the three measures, it is
only the cosine measure that can either increase or decrease if a new
dimension is added to the document space.
- Discrimination value under L2 is mainly a function of the variability of
weights assigned to a term. This can most easily be understood by
recognizing that document distribution remains unchanged if the collection is
translated in space so that the centroid lies at the origin. After such a
translation, documents will be most spread out from each other (and from the
centroid) along dimensions that have the highest variability in assigned
weights. In an early paper on similarity measures, Cronbach and Gleser
make this point another way with their "shortcut formula" that mean squared
pairwise distance among points in space is a function of the sum of variances
of the individual dimensions [7]. Mean squared distance among points can
be seen as an approximation to average pairwise distance.
- Figure II-3 illustrates the strong relationship between variability and
discrimination value under L2. It shows a plot of 529 stems extracted from
Bible chapters that participate in the experiments described in Chapters VI
and VII. The x axis represents a ranking of the stems by standard deviation
of occurrence frequency (the most variable stems are at the left). The y axis
represents a ranking of the same stems by discrimination value under L2.
Stems with the most variable frequencies are the best discriminators, and
stems with the most uniform frequencies are the worst. As can be seen in
Figure II-4, the same relationship does not hold when TDV is calculated
using an angular measure (such as the cosine of angles between document
vectors).
- Angular similarity is much more sensitive to intercorrelations among
dimensions than metric distance is. For example, if a strongly discriminating
attribute is duplicated so that records have identical values for both
dimensions, then under the cosine measure both attributes become negative
discriminators: the removal of either one will lower the average similarity
(pairwise or to a centroid). Euclidean distance doesn’t have the same degree
of sensitivity.
To summarize, discrimination value of a descriptor is not an artifact of the measure

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Standard Deviation Rank vs Euclidean TDV Rank




















Figure II-3: Plot of standard deviation vs. Euclidean TDV (Bible chapters)
power depends on term characteristics, and that similarity measures differ in their
sensitivity to those characteristics.
D. ON CLUSTERED DOCUMENT SPACES
Early in his 1975 Theory of Indexing, Gerard Salton contrasts clustered document
spaces6, in which "classes of similar items are easily separable from the remaining
items," versus document spaces with "an even distribution of objects" [59]. In that report,
Salton’s Figure 1 depicts a two-dimensional plot similar to the clustered configuration of
points in Figure II-5 and one similar to the even configuration shown in Figure II-6. As
6A document space is a representation of documents defined by frequencies of extracted terms. Vector representations of documents














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Standard Deviation Rank vs Angular TDV Rank


















Figure II-4: Plot of standard deviation vs. angular TDV (Bible chapters)
discussed in Section IV.C.1, these diagrams are somewhat misleading, since the clusters
aren’t based on angular similarity.  Retrieval should "obviously" be more effective in the
clustered space than in the even space, according to Salton, since clustering supports
higher recall and higher precision.
It remains an open question whether retrieval in clustered index spaces is more
effective than retrieval in evenly distributed spaces [65, 16]. In either case, Salton’s
rationale is not obvious. In systems based on the vector model, documents sufficiently
similar to the query are retrieved, and then ranked for the user by decreasing similarity to
the query (see Section II.B). Under the Cluster Hypothesis (Section II.B.2) it is assumed
that documents relevant to the same query should be similar to each other. But how


























































































Figure II-5: Clustered Configuration
Salton writes that in a clustered space, "retrieval of a given item will lead to the retrieval
of many similar items in its vicinity, thus ensuring high recall; at the same time
extraneous items located at a greater distance are easier to reject, leading to high
precision" (emphasis added). In fact, whether or not an index space exhibits clustering,
there will be objects closer and farther away from a given relevant document.  How
should the clustering properties specifically influence the selection and rejection
decisions?
Clustered structure’s impact on retrieval can be understood in light of the way in
which retrieval occurs under the Vector Model, the Vector Model’s Cluster Hypothesis,
and simplifying assumptions such as the following:
1. It is assumed that retrieved documents fall within a similarity threshold of
the query (Section II.B).
2. It is assumed that documents are either relevant or irrelevant.
3. It is assumed that the relevance of one document does not directly depend


























































































Figure II-6: Even Configuration of Points
4. It is assumed that the more similar two documents are, the more likely they
are to be relevant to the same query (the Cluster Hypothesis).
Whether a document space is considered clustered depends in part on how
similarity is measured. For example, spherical configurations of vectors might define a
clustered space if Euclidean distance is used to measure vector associations. But if
centroid vectors for those spheres have similar slopes and an angular similarity measure
is employed, then the space will not appear clustered. But in either case (angle or
distance) a clustered space should have few intermediate similarities between pairs of
objects. Documents in a clustered index space should be very similar to documents in the
same cluster, and dissimilar to documents in other clusters. One can imagine document
vectors near the center or the periphery of a cluster, whether that cluster is spherical or
cone-shaped.
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Suppose that the Cluster Hypothesis is valid for an evenly distributed document
space, i.e., that all the relevant documents are similar to each other, but that irrelevant
documents exist at intermediate proximities from the group of relevant documents. If a
query vector is positioned at the center of the group of relevant documents, then there
should be little problem with precision: as the retrieval threshold is widened, most or all
of the relevant documents should be retrieved before the irrelevant documents. But if a
query vector is at the margins of the group of relevant documents, then precision will be
higher if that group is an isolated cluster rather than part of an even distribution. When
Salton writes that clustered spaces promote higher precision, he may mean the following:
under retrieval by decreasing similarity, most or all objects in a cluster should be
retrieved before objects in other clusters. Hence, if the Cluster Hypothesis is valid for a
document space, most relevant documents should be retrieved before irrelevant
documents. This may not be the case if the distribution of documents is even.
The usefulness of clustered document spaces under the standard vector model
seems to depend on the method of retrieval (similarity computed between document and
query representations) and the method of display (titles ranked by decreasing similarity).
But systems equipped with visualization interfaces may not compute an explicit
relevance estimate nor rank titles in a list (Section III.B). Should clustered similarity
spaces help users of browsing interfaces? If so, how?
Section II.A.1 describes the problem of an online searcher trying to discriminate a
set of retrieved documents into meaningful clusters.  For example, the searcher may have
queried on the terms "information," "systems," and "management." The next step in
separating relevant from irrelevant documents is to distinguish those documents on
information systems management from those on management information systems.
Frequencies of the three query terms in the documents may not be helpful (although they
might help discriminate documents that are on neither topic). On the other hand, there
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may exist terms that (unknown to the searcher) discriminate meaningful clusters on the
basis of their frequency. For example, most or all of the documents on management
information systems may include the acronym "MIS."
A clustered browsing space is useful to the user of a visualization interface if it
helps him or her to classify a document set into groups that pertain to the relevance or
irrelevance of the documents. Section III.D describes a method for helping a searcher
select terms that are meaningful, and that discriminate within a set of retrieved
documents. One goal of this study is to show that properties derived from term




A. ONE SOLUTION TO THE DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL PROBLEM
Chapter II outlines the general problem of separating relevant from irrelevant
documents, and some advantages and disadvantages of methods and models that have
been applied to that problem. This chapter proposes one solution to the retrieval problem
based on visualization of document representations and associations. A short review of
visualization interfaces is followed by a description of a method for choosing effective
reference points in a document browsing space. A test of that method is described in later
chapters.
The solution to the retrieval problem can be summarized as follows: results of a
high-recall, low-precision search in a conventional retrieval system are subjected to an ad
hoc subject classification by the searcher. The searcher reviews those descriptors
extracted from retrieved documents that have the strongest capability to discriminate
within the retrieved set.  Having selected a set of promising descriptors, the searcher
selects a subset of contrasting descriptors that enhance clustering in the document vector
space. That space is then explored by the searcher with the aid of a visualization
interface.
This document retrieval solution is intended for situations like the example
described in Section II.A.1. Specifically, it is proposed that the method might assist a
searcher when the following assumptions are valid:
1. The searcher wishes to maximize both recall and precision (Section II.A).
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2. The searcher can afford to spend a few minutes exploring the retrieved
document set.
3. A rich document representation (e.g., full text) is available from which to
draw potentially useful descriptors.
4. The searcher brings to the search few or no strongly discriminating search
terms (such as technical jargon or elements of a controlled vocabulary).
Such situations might include a search of a broadly scoped, Internet-accessible
resource for which full text is available, but no controlled vocabulary is in place.  The
method for realizing this solution in a retrieval system is detailed in Section III.D. It is
hoped that the method offers the following advantages to the searcher:
1. Higher recall: The method permits a searcher to retrieve from a
conventional system using a somewhat broader search than would normally
be convenient. In the case of a Boolean system, the searcher may use less
restrictive term combinations. In a vector model environment, a more open
retrieval threshold may be selected (Section II.B). The searcher need rely
less on the ability of one particular focused query to retrieve all of the best
documents.
2. As described in Section III.B, visualization interfaces address specific
shortcomings of conventional output display (i.e., lists of titles). Those
elements of the underlying document representation that are likely to aid in
enhancing search precision are visually highlighted by the interface.
3. Descriptors able to discriminate meaningful clusters of documents will be
characterized both by their capability to pull the document set into clusters,
and by their semantic relevance to the searcher’s information need.  The
former property can best be recognized by automated methods, and the
latter property by human minds. This method employs human minds for
identifying meaning and automated methods for highlighting structure.
B. VISUALIZATION INTERFACES
A very recent approach to improving the effectiveness of information retrieval
systems has been to address the style of interaction between the system and the user, in
particular by designing graphical user interfaces to document retrieval systems. These
efforts aim higher than a simple translation of man-machine dialogues from command
languages to mouse clicks. In some cases, the goal is to replace the traditional interaction
(in which a user submits a query and receives a list of documents) with an interaction
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style similar to browsing in a library. Rather than using a matching algorithm to select (as
precisely as possible) those documents of interest to the user, the role of the graphical
interface is to organize and present information about many documents in a way that
helps the user select from them on his own.
Several approaches to visualization in IR are programs that map a high-
dimensional document similarity space into fewer dimensions. These approaches use
projection and optimization methods similar to those found in factor analysis [43] and
multidimensional scaling [39, 4]. The goal is an interface to systems based on the vector
processing model through which users explore a document similarity space with few
enough dimensions that it can be visualized directly. Such interfaces may aid users who
are unfamiliar with the scope of the document collection, or who are unable to express
their information needs in terms that have strong resolving power [2]. Furthermore, these
interfaces may address one or both of the following weaknesses of list output:
- Although lists of documents can be ranked according to their similarity to a
query, a document’s position in the list provides few clues to the positions of
related and unrelated documents.
- Computed similarities are summary measures, and therefore reveal almost
none of the underlying document representation. Users can’t tell why a
document was ranked high or low without retrieving the document
representation.
In the last fifteen years, a number of different visualization interfaces have been
proposed and/or implemented. Five of them are described below:
1. The Self-Organizing Semantic Map (University of Maryland)
2. InfoCrystal (MIT)
3. Component Scale Displays (University of Minnesota)
4. VIBE (Molde College and University of Pittsburgh)
5. LyberWorld (German National Research Center)
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1. The Self-Organizing Semantic Map
An example of the mapping approach to graphically depicting a space of document
associations is Xia Lin’s self-organizing semantic map for information retrieval [42].
Lin’s interface uses the vector model for his underlying representation, and a non-linear
optimization algorithm for plotting the document vectors in a space of lower
dimensionality. Lin uses Kohonen’s Feature Map algorithm [12], and maps his
document vectors into a two-dimensional grid. The grid becomes the top-level overview
for a hypertext system, in which selection of the document icon on the grid page retrieves
it from a database.
Figure III-1: The Self-Organizing Semantic Map
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2. InfoCrystal
The InfoCrystal System [69, 70] is an interface designed by Anselm Spoerri at
MIT. InfoCrystal allows users to specify Boolean queries graphically, to visualize
Boolean combinations of query terms, and to see the sizes of the document subsets which
satisfy those term combinations. The graphical components of the system are iconic
displays known as query spreadsheets, which function similarly to Venn diagrams: icons
on the spreadsheet represent different Boolean combinations of n query terms.  The
position and shape of the icons indicate which query terms are represented and how they
are combined. Numbers printed inside the icons specify the size of the sets which satisfy
the Boolean expression, and those document sets can be retrieved by selecting the
appropriate icon with a pointing device. InfoCrystal also includes an outlining tool, used
to nest query spreadsheets in complex, hierarchical combinations.
C B
A
A and B and C
A and B and (not C)
B and C and (not A)
A and C and (not B)
C and (not (A or B))
A and (not (B or C))




3. Component Scale Drawings
Donald Crouch’s component scale drawing [8, 10] interface graphs the absolute
weights of the document vectors components after first assigning those weights to one of
several discrete categories. The interface includes a set of baskets or pigeonholes into
which the user can place lists or groups of related documents. A depiction of the
component scale drawing interface is shown in Figure III-3.
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Figure III-3: Crouch’s Component Scale Diagram
Crouch’s approach is sometimes referred to as the "parallel coordinates" method of
reducing a high-dimensional space [31]. The system graphs a document or query as a
single line connecting points which represent the term weights. The height of the points
on the vertical axis represent the weight or strength of the term. Crouch reduced the
complexity of this display by including a line representing an explicit query, using only
those terms which appear in the query, ordering the terms along the horizontal axis by
their weight in the query, and by allowing the user to adjust the severity/discrimination of
the scaling algorithm which assigns the weights to categories. In this way, the interface
reveals the overall shape of the document vectors over those terms which the user thinks
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are most important. The depiction of an explicit query vector is partly to reduce the total
number of term weights in the display to those which are most important. The other
reason is to support the traditional goal of ranking the collection against an explicit query
[10].
4. VIBE
The VIBE (Visual Information Browsing Environment) System is a tool for
visualizing multivariate data. It was developed by Kai Olsen of Molde College, and has
emerged from research on visualizing information conducted at Molde College and the
University of Pittsburgh [51, 52]. In VIBE, records are defined in terms of their degree
of association to various POIs (Points of Interest). A POI can be any attribute or
characteristic to which a numeric association strength can be assigned. For example, the
records of a traditional relational database could be displayed in VIBE by defining the
numeric fields as POIs, and the association strengths of the records as the values of those
fields. A POI can be a key word or index term for a set of documents, and the association
strength for a particular document the weight of the term in the document (as defined by
a term weighting formula or simple term count). A POI can even be a more complex
object, such as an entire document, a query, or a user profile. In that case, the degree of
association of a record to a POI must be calculated by some method such as a coefficient
of similarity (Section II.B.1).
Figure III-4 shows a typical VIBE display. Unlike data visualization tools such as
multidimensional scaling or hierarchical cluster analysis, a VIBE display is dynamic. The
POI icons (displayed as circles) can be moved freely by the user of the system. After each
move, the system plots each record icon (the rectangles) so that its position on the display
with respect to the POIs is proportional to the relative strengths of association of the
record to the POIs. Without yet going into the details of the algorithm7, the reader is
7see Appendix B
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Figure III-4: VIBE with five reference points
invited to imagine lines of "gravitational force" of various strengths extending from the
POIs to the record icons, and the position of those icons the result of a tug-of-war.  The
size of the rectangles represents an average association over all POIs, since the icon
positions depend only on relative not absolute association strengths.  VIBE itself has little
or nothing to say about how documents must be represented, how the degrees of
association are calculated, how optimal POIs are identified, and how the display is to be
interpreted by a user.
5. LyberWorld
The LyberWorld system was developed by Matthias Hemmje, Clemens Kunkel,
and Alexander Willett of the German National Research Center in Darmstadt, Germany
[28]. LyberWorld resembles the VIBE system (Section III.B.4), in that it plots icons
representing records, based on numerical associations to movable reference points. As in
VIBE, the reference points might typically represent index terms, and the numerical
associations the weights by an indexing algorithm.
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LyberWorld differs from VIBE in several respects. Recognizing that the projection
of a high-dimensional vector space into two dimensions can produce misleading or
ambiguous displays, the LyberWorld architects designed their interface to give the
illusion of an extra degree of freedom by simulating a third dimension.  Rather than
seeing POIs and documents plotted in a plane, the LyberWorld user sees reference points
on the surface of a "relevance sphere," and the document icons plotted in the interior of
that sphere. Computer animation lets the user simulate three-dimensional interaction with
the sphere (or segments of it). Like VIBE POIs, the LyberWorld reference points can be
freely positioned by the user anywhere on the relevance sphere.
One can imagine documents’ numerical associations to the reference points as the
L28 lengths of vectors anchored at the center of the relevance sphere, and pointing in the
direction of the reference point on the surface. Those vector lengths are scaled by
parameters representing the radius of the relevance sphere, a density parameter which lets
the user control how spread apart the icons will appear, and individual "attraction" factors
representing the importance of the reference point to the user. After the vector lengths
have been scaled, the document icon is plotted at the endpoint of the sum of all vectors
for reference points on which the document has an association.
The simulated third dimension represents variability in the L2 lengths of the
document vectors. Most of that document vector variability is ignored by the VIBE
plotting algorithm, which multiplicatively normalizes documents on their L1 length in the
original document space. VIBE represents L1 length variability (with less resolution than
LyberWorld) with the size of the document icons. The LyberWorld architects may
believe their better resolution is worth the cost of the extra animation and illusion.
8L2 (Euclidean distance) and L1 (city-block distance) are examples of Minkowski metrics [13].
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Figure III-5: The LyberWorld Relevance Sphere
C. BROWSING, AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO CLUSTERING
A number of IR researchers have written on the need to support browsing in
information retrieval systems [73, 6, 50, 41, 11]. Browsing, for these authors, differs
from conventional retrieval to the extent that documents aren’t presented to the user in
response to a query. Instead, the document collection’s organization (as presented to the
user by the system) suggests different orders in which representations may be examined.
For example, the user may examine documents in a cluster, where they have been
grouped for their common properties, or along some axis the meaning of which the user
understands.
The designers of the systems reviewed in Section III.B claim their visualization
interfaces support browsing. Furthermore, the justifications for browsing are similar to
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those proposed in the last section for visualization. The major points of consensus among
these authors on the nature of browsing are as follows:
1. When browsing, a user recognizes rather than requests documents of
interest.
2. Browsing places documents in a global context (i.e., the document’s
relation to the entire collection) as well as one or more local contexts (the
document’s relationships to smaller numbers of closely related documents).
3. Browsing supports imprecise or poorly articulated information needs of
users who may not know enough about the collection, its scope, and the
distributions of descriptors to create an effective query.
Two studies [73, 6] argue that two advantages of browsing hard copy records (e.g.,
library stacks) are the lack of necessity for precise queries, and the ease of recognizing
relevant documents rather than having to describe them. Thompson and Croft also
discuss the following advantages of browsing, and argue that IR interfaces should support
them:
1. No formal notation (e.g., Boolean expressions) is required when browsing.
2. When browsing, evaluation takes place one document at a time, rather than
one set at a time.
3. Browsing supports exploration using several different kinds of association
(or links). For example, citation, author, and publication links can be
followed in addition to subject links.
For O’Connor, browsing a database is creative act through which the user acquires
novel appreciations for relationships among documents and concepts.  The user brings his
or her own understanding of concepts to the browsing tasks. This mental model is then
modified as the user learns more about the documents and ways to organize them [50].
In addition to justifications listed above, Alain Lelu argues that browsing is a more
honest interface than man-machine dialogues [41]. Browsers make a system’s constraints
and limitations explicit, whereas dialogues often leave a user to discover them through
trial and error.
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Two papers that make a direct connection between information browsing and
clustering are George Furnas’s formalism for generalized fisheye views [20] and the
introduction of the "scatter/gather" model of retrieval by Douglas Cutting and his
colleagues [11]. In the scatter/gather model, document clustering is the "primitive
operation" supporting the user’s browsing task. Essentially, the user copes with an
overabundance of data by scattering records into discrete clusters, selecting relevant
clusters and gathering them together, and then repeating the process on the reduced
collection [11]. Furnas describes "multi-focus" fisheye views, in which data in the
vicinity of multiple reference points are represented in detail, while regions between them
have less detail. Furnas’s emphasis on striking a balance between local detail and global
context demonstrates the relevance of his model for browsing interfaces. His multi-focus
displays are perceptually clustered information spaces, although he doesn’t call them by
that name.
For purposes of this study, browsing shall be considered a searcher’s examination
of document representations based on either of the following criteria:
1. The document representation’s perceived or estimated similarity to other
representations the searcher has seen.
2. The perceived or estimated presence or strength of a document attribute
such as an index term.
The phrase "document browsing space" will refer to a vector space of document
representations, where the document vector components are attribute weights (e.g., term
frequencies). Typically, the vector space will contain between three and ten dimensions
that are projected into a two or three dimensional display with the aid of a visualization
interface like those reviewed in Section III.B.
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D. BROWSING A CLUSTERED DOCUMENT SPACE
This section describes a method of analyzing a large set of retrieved documents by
selecting a set of descriptors that define a clustered document space, and visually
exploring that space using a visualization tool such as those described in Section III.B.
The method can be summarized as follows:
1. The searcher (or an intermediary) retrieves a large (e.g., 80-200 document)
set from a conventional document database using a (somewhat) broad
query9.
2. Descriptors are extracted from the retrieved set and presented to the
searcher ranked by their discrimination value (Section II.C.1) calculated
within that set.
3. The searcher chooses a set of descriptors that are meaningful or relevant in
the context of the searcher’s information need.
4. With the aid of a Hopfield constraint satisfaction network, a subset of
contrasting, independent descriptors is selected from the initial descriptor
set. These descriptors define the document space to be explored by the
searcher.
5. The document space is depicted for the searcher, using a visualization
interface.
As described in Sections II.A.1 and II.D, the goal of this method is to help
searchers discriminate meaningful clusters of documents within a large retrieved set. This
is accomplished by designing a document space with meaningful descriptors that
highlight contrasts and differences among the documents. The procedure is to choose
descriptors that (taken individually) have strong discriminatory power and that
(collectively) minimize intercorrelations among descriptor pairs. This method is intended
primarily for situations in which a large number of potential descriptors are available, but
the user may not know how to start choosing from among them. For example, in a
collection of full text documents, one could select any term that occurs in the collection
9The terms "large" and "broad" are relative, of course. The goal is simply an alternative to conventional search methods for
selecting the final document set.
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by letting descriptor weights equal the number of occurrences of the term in the
document. The examples in this section are drawn from exactly those situations:
descriptors are index terms, documents are texts, and descriptor weights are term counts.
No set of descriptors will highlight interesting information unless they represent
terms (or other document attributes) that are meaningful to that user. The selection
method described in this section says nothing about how meaningful a term may be, but it
is not a method for blindly and automatically selecting them. Instead it gives the user
some insight on which descriptors (individually or in groups) may work well or poorly
based on the formal properties of the weights assigned to them. If a user has no idea what
terms may be meaningful, this method can provide suggestions.  Once the user has
identified meaningful terms, the method described here can suggest which combinations
may work better together.
E. GUIDELINES AND A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
This section10 proposes two guidelines for selecting terms or stems that have been
extracted from retrieved documents. The guidelines’ application to four document sets
and their influence on clustering are illustrated with the results of pilot studies.
1. Guideline Number 1: Choose Good Discriminators
It’s been known for a long time that terms extracted from text vary in their power
to discriminate among documents [62]. In this section, the "discriminatory power" of a
descriptor is defined as the term discrimination value (TDV) of the chosen word or stem.
The method of calculating individual TDVs is discussed in Section II.C.1.
10The results reported in this section, including Table III-1, and Figures III-6, III-7, and III-8 were published in an earlier paper,
"Document Analysis for Visualization" [15]. That paper is copyright 1995 by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
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TDV can’t predict for a searcher whether a term will be relevant to an information
need or query, or even whether the term will be meaningful in the context of the
information need. But TDV can show that a term is one on which documents tend to
differ with respect to the weights assigned, or that most records differ little on that
dimension. That’s important information for a user in a retrieval task (where the goal is to
separate a subset of relevant documents) or a classification task (where the goal is to
group the records into categories). In both cases one gains more useful information from
attributes which separate records than from those which (globally) bring them closer
together.
Table III-1 shows some of the results of pilot experiments [15] that suggest a
relationship between TDV and the elongation and skewness diagnostics described in
Section IV.C.2.  One would certainly expect that terms that decrease average similarities
(among all documents or to a centroid) might also skew the distribution of those
similarities toward smaller values. Likewise, the greater the proportion of lower
similarity values, the more opportunities for triples of documents to form elongated
triangles, each with two low similarity values and one high one.
Four sets of one hundred documents were analyzed:
1. One hundred Associated Press articles taken in sequence from a data file
distributed to participants of the TREC 1 conference [26].
2. One hundred Department of Energy abstracts taken in sequence from
another TREC 1 data file.
3. The first one hundred chapters of the Old Testament of the Bible (King
James Version).
4. A sequence of one hundred postings to the Usenet group comp.text.sgml.
For each document set, diagnostics were calculated in six-dimensional spaces.
Three different sets of six terms each were selected for the AP, Bible, DOE, and Usenet
documents. Those term sets included six of the worst discriminators (labeled "Bad" in
Table III-1), the six top discriminators (labeled "Good"), and six chosen from the top
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Records Improve Skewness Elongation
AP (Bad) 100 -0.9306 0.5677
AP (Good) 81 0.7547 0.7384
AP (Best) 86 2.02 0.9161 0.7326
Bible (Bad) 100 -0.7153 0.5837
Bible (Good) 91 0.9083 0.7875
Bible (Best) 91 0.44 0.8872 0.7977
DOE (Bad) 75 -0.3477 0.6088
DOE (Good) 63 1.2191 0.6603
DOE (Best) 70 0.96 1.3305 0.6450
Usenet (Bad) 95 -0.5681 0.5978
Usenet (Good) 68 0.8091 0.7445
Usenet (Best) 69 2.21 1.1088 0.7360
Table III-1: Effect of the selection strategy on diagnostic measures
twelve discriminators so as to minimize correlations (i.e., co-occurrences) among the
terms. The weights assigned to terms in the documents were simply the number of term
occurrences.
Term discrimination value was calculated using the centroid method, with
similarities between document pairs calculated using the cosine measure. The second
column of Table III-1 indicates the number of documents out of 100 that participated in
the calculation of the diagnostics. To participate, a document needed to have a weight
greater than zero on at least one of the six selected terms. Fewer documents qualified
when the documents were short (e.g., the DOE abstracts) and when good discriminators
were selected, since the top discriminators occurred in fewer documents than the worst
discriminators.
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2. Guideline Number 2: Minimize intercorrelations among attributes
The second guideline for selecting good descriptors is to choose sets of terms with
few high correlations between pairs of attributes. For purposes of this paper, correlation
corresponds to co-occurrence of terms within documents, and is measured by calculating
cosine similarity values between terms in a transposed term by document matrix. A pair
of strong attributes may discriminate the same (or many of the same) records: selecting
independent attributes reduces that redundancy, and increases the number of clusters into
which a set of records is divided. A Hopfield constraint satisfaction network [30] can
select a subset of terms which minimizes an overall measure of intercorrelation.
The third column of Table III-1 indicates the improvement, or decrease in co-
occurrence among terms, from the "Good" terms to the "Best" terms. Values in the
improvement column equal differences in the energy value of a Hopfield network that
was used to select the "best" subset of twelve "good" terms [30]. The Hopfield network
was constructed as follows:
1. The term by document matrix was transposed, and cosine similarities
between term vector pairs were calculated in the space of document
vectors.
2. Entries in the term by term matrix resulting from the first step were
interpreted as strengths of inhibitory links between term nodes in a
Hopfield network with real-valued link weights and binary valued node
activation levels.
3. Positive activation levels were assigned to the nodes representing the top
six discriminators (i.e., the "Good" terms). Negative activations were
assigned to the other six nodes. The energy function for the network was
calculated.
4. The updating procedure for the network was run until the network reached a
stable state, and the value of the energy function in the final state was
compared with its value at the start state. This step was repeated several
times from the initial start state, since the updating procedure relies on
random asynchronous updates to simulate parallelism. The final state
showing the greatest improvement from the starting state was selected.
Terms corresponding to nodes with positive activation levels in the final
state were designated as the "best" terms.
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The constraint satisfaction solution sought with a Hopfield network is the
minimization of its energy function, defined as half the negative sum of link weights
between nodes (Tij), each weight being multiplied by the product of the activation levels
of the nodes at either end of the link (ViVj):
E = − TijViVj
1
2∑∑i ≠ j
One might employ any of a number of optimization tools to solve a constraint
satisfaction problem such as this. The Hopfield network was chosen for the following
reasons:
1. The Hopfield network is extremely simple to implement, and quickly
reaches a solution state that is guaranteed to be as good as or better than the
starting state [30].
2. Since all links are inhibitory (negative), the network almost always settles
in a final state in which exactly half of the nodes are positively activated
and the other half are negatively activated. This affords control over the
number of terms selected for the solution: if k terms are desired, create a
network of 2k nodes.
3. A user of this selection method may intervene if he or she recognizes one or
more especially meaningful terms. By "clamping" nodes so that their
positive activation levels are never changed by the updating functions the
user can force the network to seek a good solution that includes those
terms.
Table III-1 contrasts skewness and elongation values of documents represented
with poor discriminators ("bad") and those represented with strong discriminators
("good" and "best"). Skewness and elongation are measures of clustering tendency
described fully in Section IV.C.2. In these examples, the diagnostics are computed on
similarity data, so one expects positive skewness and high elongation for clustered points,
and negative skewness and lower elongation for evenly or randomly distributed points11.
All four "bad" sets exhibit negative skewness and elongation close to .6. One would
11In later chapters, the diagnostics are calculated on dissimilarity data for which negative skewness values indicate clustering.
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expect an elongation value of .5 for randomly distributed points [55]. The "good" and
"best" examples each exhibit positive skewness and elongation proportions between .64
and .79.
All four data sets exhibit comparable values for elongation between the "good" and
the "best" conditions. Three out of four sets show an improvement in the skewness
diagnostic when term co-occurrences are minimized. The data set consisting of Bible
chapters demonstrates no improvement in either diagnostic between the "good" and
"best" conditions; however, that document set showed the lowest decrease in Hopfield
net energy during the term selection phase. In fact, five out of six terms are identical
between the "good" and "best" conditions for the Bible data: the top six discriminators
had few high co-occurrences, and the Hopfield net substituted only one term.
Figure III-6: Bad discriminators
The impact of the selection strategy on a visual display is illustrated most clearly
when a document space of only five dimensions is projected onto a two-dimensional
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display. Figures III-6, III-7, and III-8 show iconic displays of Associated Press records
with the "bad," "good," and "best" terms, respectively. The VIBE positioning function,
based on a weighted vector sum, plots records defined on fewer dimensions near the
perimeter of the polygon defined by five reference points representing the terms. Records
defined in a larger number of dimensions are plotted nearer the center. Records plotted
directly atop the reference points have positive weights only on the terms represented by
those points. Sizes of the rectangular document icons represent Manhatten metric length
of the document vector in the five-dimensional space of term weights [52].
Figure III-7: Good discriminators with high co-occurrences
In Figure III-6, the document icons are plotted together in a single, central mass.
Since the documents are represented by poor discriminators, almost no cluster structure is
apparent. The user can only distinguish longer documents from shorter ones, since larger
icons are pulled toward the "that" reference point. A greater frequency of the word "that"
can predict overall document length.
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Figure III-8: Good discriminators with minimal co-occurrences
In Figures III-7 and III-8, the records are more spread out, and clustering is
apparent at or close to the reference points.  However, although both examples use strong
discriminators, the documents in Figure III-8 exhibit more clustering than do those in
Figure III-7. Each figure displays exactly 78 documents from the same collection.
However, Figure III-7 was constructed by deliberately choosing five terms that co-
occurred frequently from among the top twelve discriminators. Figure III-8 was
constructed by choosing five of the six "best" terms selected with the Hopfield network.
The most striking visual difference between the two displays is that documents furthest
from the reference points are represented by shorter vectors in Figure III-8. In addition,
Figure III-8 shows more of the 78 documents plotted directly atop the reference points,
and contains fewer document "stacks" (a stack defined as one or more documents plotted





In cluster analysis, representations of entities are grouped by an algorithm, based
on estimated or computed associations between pairs of representations.  An estimation
of similarity may be based on data elicited directly from human subjects or (if computed)
on the application of a similarity measure (Section II.B.1) to quantitative or quantified
attributes identified by the analyst [1]. The goal of cluster analysis is to objectively
classify the entities.
A clustering algorithm groups representations into categories so that entities in a
cluster are similar to each other but dissimilar to entities in other clusters. This can be
accomplished either by successively grouping entities into larger and larger clusters, or
by partitioning the data into groups [1]. The former (hierarchical) family of methods
includes the single, complete, and group average link methods.  Nonhierarchical
algorithms include single pass and reallocation methods [56]. Many other methods of
clustering have been developed, such as the additive clustering method which can yield
overlapping clusters [67], and the ordered tree algorithm which clusters on the basis of
sequence regularities [57].
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B. THE ULTRAMETRIC INEQUALITY
Shepard reports that in 1967 several researchers independently showed that
hierarchical clustering models were governed by the ultrametric inequality [66]. As
described by Johnson, distances in the tree structures formed by a clustering are defined
in terms of the level of the hierarchy at which a pair of objects are in the same cluster.
For example, in Figure IV-1, the clusters consisting of A and B have been joined to the
cluster consisting of C and D at the .05 distance level. That means that the distance
between, for example, B and D is .05, no matter what the computed or estimated distance
between them may have been in the original proximity matrix. Johnson shows that
distances in these trees satisfy the metric axioms of symmetry, positivity, and the triangle
inequality, and also the following inequality (the ultrametric inequality). For all x, y, and
z in the tree:
d(x,z) ≤ max[d(x,y),d(y,z)]
Johnson goes on to show that there is a correspondence between hierarchical
clusterings (i.e., ultrametric trees) and distance matrices satisfying the ultrametric
inequality: for every such matrix there is a tree, and for every tree a matrix [34]. In a
typical proximity matrix, not all triples of dissimilarities will satisfy the ultrametric
inequality, and for that reason there is more than one hierarchical clustering that can
model the data. In such situations, different clustering methods (e.g., single linkage,
complete linkage) may cluster the same proximity matrix differently.  That raises the
issue of cluster validation: what solution is truest to the original data, and how much
structure of a cluster solution is imposed by the clustering algorithm?
In 1972, Eric Holman used the ultrametric inequality to explain the relationship
between hierarchical and Euclidean models for fitting distances [29]. Holman proved that
the two kinds of models represent opposite extremes: distances among a set of n objects
will be strictly monotonically related either to distances in an ultrametric tree or a
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Figure IV-1: Dendrogram example
Euclidean space12, but not both.  For this reason, a lower bound on the number of
dimensions in which objects can be represented in a Euclidean space depends on the
largest subset of objects whose distances satisfy the ultrametric inequality [29].
The upshot of Holman’s proofs can be summarized as follows: the extent to which
a set of distances satisfies the ultrametric inequality determines not only how well a
hierarchical model will fit the distances, but also how well the distances are fit by a
spatial model. The larger the subset of those distances that satisfy the ultrametric
inequality, the harder it is to represent the objects as distinct points in a low-dimensional
Euclidean space. Holman uses the example of trying to plot three points so that the two
largest pairwise distances are tied; it can easily be accomplished on a plane by creating an
12where that space has n - 1 or fewer dimensions
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isosoles triangle, but it cannot be done on a straight line without plotting two of the three
points in the same place [29].
C. CLUSTERING WITH ANGLES VS. DISTANCES
In cluster analysis, an object matrix of n entities by m attributes is often first
converted into an n x n proximity matrix by computing similarity values between each
pair of entities. Different similarity will cluster a data set differently, since measures
highlight (or are sensitive to) different components of the total variability in the object
matrix [7, 35].
Choice of similarity measure ought to be guided by the type of variability that is
deemed relevant to the application. For example, an analyst may choose an angular
similarity measure (e.g., the angle between entity vectors in the space of attribute scores
or the cosine of that angle) if ratios, slopes, or relative attribute scores come closest to
estimating the type of similarity deemed relevant by the analyst (Section II.B.1).
Euclidean distance (another popular measure) is more sensitive than angular measures to
differences in absolute attribute scores.
In information retrieval applications, arguments have been made that the document
vector slope (or "direction") in the space of term weights comes closest to approximating
the "topic" of the document [35]. One way of understanding this claim is to note that
vector slope reveals a generalization of Boolean term combinations. Boolean systems can
represent the presence or absence of an index term; one way in which numeric term
weights enrich document representations is that an estimation of concepts’ relative
importance can be inferred from the ratios of the term weights.  This information (i.e., the
strongest term, the second strongest term, etc.)  is part of the "shape" information in the
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model of Cronbach and Gleser13 [7]. Intuitively, one can relate this to the literal shape of

































































Figure IV-2: Star display of 4-dimensional term frequency data in Bible chapters
Figure IV-2 depicts a star display of term frequency data in four dimensions for
6414 Old Testament chapters. Each glyph is a distorted quadrilateral, enclosing a cross
where the lengths of the radii vary with the term frequency. The right horizontal radius
represents the frequency of the word "david," the top vertical represents "israel," the left
horizontal represents "judah" and the bottom vertical represents "king."
13
"Shape," in their model, refers to the variability that remains to a vector after a Z-score transformation.
14The numeric labels are arbitrary, and obviously not in sequence.
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# Chapter david israel judah king
4 1-Kings.ch12 5 14 8 17
7 1-Kings.ch15 6 15 10 19
8 1-Kings.ch16 0 20 5 20
15 1-Kings.ch22 1 26 6 37
58 2-Kings.ch13 0 18 3 15
59 2-Kings.ch14 2 19 14 22
60 2-Kings.ch15 2 18 10 24
62 2-Kings.ch17 1 18 4 15
72 2-Kings.ch3 0 13 4 22
Table IV-1: Term frequencies in vectors with similar shapes
Among the glyphs in Figure IV-2 one can distinguish groups based on similar
shape. Glyphs number 8, 15, and 72, for example, have a similar triangular shape. Those
glyphs represent 1-Kings 16, 1-Kings 22, and 2-Kings 3, respectively. The similar shape
of the glyphs relates directly to the small angle between vectors for those documents in
the four-dimensional term occurrence space: all three chapters have the highest weights
for the terms "israel" and "king," a lower weight for the term "judah," and a weight at or
close to zero for the term "david." As a result, all of these documents have a high cosine
similarity to chapters like those represented by glyphs 4, 7, 58, 59, 60, and 62. But they
have a lower cosine similarity to the chapters represented by glyphs 13, 51, 52, and 56.
This kind of shape similarity is representative of the kind of structure that can be
revealed when angular proximity measures are used in a cluster analysis study:
representations are grouped based on the similarity of the ratios of attribute scores. In
contrast, if a cluster analyst measures proximities using metric distance (e.g., Euclidean
distance), he or she may be seeking a different kind of structure. Figure IV-3 is meant to
suggest the kind of cluster structure sought in such a study: the scatter graph depicts a
two-dimensional cross-section of artificial cluster data generated by an algorithm


























































































Figure IV-3: Clustered configuration of points
Milligan’s algorithm starts by randomly defining the mean and variance for each
cluster along each dimension in the space of attribute scores. The clusters are then
populated by random vectors drawn from a multivariate normal distribution. The mean
vector and variance/covariance matrix defining the distribution are generated from the
mean and variance data for the cluster to be populated. Milligan describes the resulting
cloud-like cluster structure as consisting of "’natural’ clusters which exhibit the
properties of external isolation and internal cohesion" [48]. Milligan’s goal in designing
the algorithm was to produce data sets that could be used for research: by testing a
clustering method on data with a known structure, it can be determined how well the
method succeeds in recovering that structure.
Section III.D describes a way of selecting a group of attributes that define an


























































































Figure IV-4: Even configuration of points
individually) discriminate a cluster of representations along one dimension, and that
(collectively) discriminate clusters that are independent of each other.  Combining these
attributes results in a space that pulls groups of representations into different parts of the
attribute space. But the attributes defining a space like those typically output from
Milligan’s algorithm cannot be predicted on the basis of independence, on the basis of
their projections on the coordinate axes, nor on the basis of simple diagnostic measures
like mean and standard deviation. The cluster structure in such spaces depends on a more
subtle dependency between the variables.
This dependency is best illustrated with a demonstration of how easily the structure
can be destroyed by randomly shuffling the assignment of Y values to X values. Figure
IV-4 consists of the same sets of X and Y values as those in Figure IV-3. However, the
correspondence of X values to Y values has been randomly assigned. This randomization
destroys the cluster structure, although the scores along the individual dimensions are the
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same. Neither Figure IV-3 nor IV-4 suggest any correlation between the X and Y axes,
and projections on to the X and Y axes are identical in both examples. One set of points
is clustered, however, and the other is not.
Milligan’s research on variable weighting for ultrametric hierarchical clustering
has produced a method for uncovering the kind of "natural" cluster structure output by his
random cluster algorithm [49]. Milligan’s method involves the automatic determination
of weights on attribute dimensions in order to provide an optimal fit to an ultrametric tree
structure. That is to say, distances computed from the weighted attributes correspond as
closely as possible to satisfaction of the ultrametric inequality.
The present study, however, is concerned with clusters of representations that have
the same shape. The attribute selection method described in Section III.D cannot
distinguish a set of attributes that produce a configuration of cloud-like clusters (under
Euclidean distance) from attributes that produce an even or random configuration of
points. It can, however, assist a human analyst to select attributes that cluster the records
by shape.  In light of the relationship between vector angle and document topic described
above, that kind of structure should be of interest to an analyst classifying a document set
by topic.
1. Measures of Clustering Tendency
In their 1984 monograph on cluster analysis, Aldenderfer and Blashfield caution
readers that although the strategy of cluster analysis is structure-seeking, its operation is
structure-imposing: a clustering algorithm will always assign representations to groups,
regardless of whether the structure is discovered in the data or is merely an artifact of the
algorithm. To reduce the possibility that an arbitrary or spurious system of clusters is
imposed on a data set, several methods of measuring "clustering tendency" have been
developed for validation studies. These measures reveal whether or not there seems to be
some kind of empirical structure in the data.
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The problem of diagnosing clustering tendency for cluster analysis is related to a
similar problem in visualizing cluster structure in document associations.  A visualization
interface enables an analyst to directly explore a raw data matrix from different
perspectives (rather than assigning records to categories) so there’s less likelihood
structure may be imposed by the algorithm (Chapter III).  Unlike most cluster analysis
studies, the matrices produced in term frequency analyses have a far larger number of
attributes (terms) than entities (documents). The problem, therefore, is to choose from
among many possible subsets of attributes one subset that discriminates the documents
into clusters (Section II.A.1).
Clustering tendency diagnostics that have been applied in validation analyses are
reviewed in two publications by Jain and Dubes [32, 14]. Several diagnostics are based
on the "Random Graph Hypothesis," that all [n(n−1)/2]! ordinal n by n dissimilarity
matrices are equally likely, or on the "Random Position Hypothesis" that the n points or
patterns are indistinguishable from independent samples from a d-dimensional
distribution (where d is the number of attributes or features).  Jain and Dubes make the
following observations on clustering tendency diagnostics:
- Traditionally, many tests for clustering tendency were developed for two-
dimensional data, although some of them have been generalized to higher
dimensional data.
- Tests for clustering tendency often presuppose that proximities will be
computed using Euclidean distance. This is not surprising in light of the
popularity of Euclidean distance in cluster analysis.
- Tests for clustering tendency generally take a hypothesis-testing approach:
the goal is to test the null hypothesis that no clusters really exist (i.e., that the
data have a random structure). In validating a cluster analysis, one wishes to
demonstrate that it is very unlikely that no structure exists in the data.
Although the measures reviewed by Dubes and Jain may be appropriate for cluster
analysis, it is problematic to apply them to document attribute selection for
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visualization15. Measures selected for that purpose should be able to diagnose high-
dimensional spaces in which vector angle may be the most appropriate proximity
measure. Hypothesis testing need not be a part of an exploratory process like document
visualization: a human analyst merely needs guidance that one set of attributes (e.g.,
index terms) is more likely to reveal interesting structure than another.
For many of the clustering tendency measures reviewed by Dubes and Jain, the
null hypothesis is that data are indistinguishable from a random configuration of points
[14]. If data are random, then any apparent structure must have been imposed by the
modeling or visualization tool. But knowing that data aren’t random doesn’t necessarily
ensure that clusters are real or meaningful.
Word occurrence data in natural language text isn’t random. It’s been recognized
since the 1960s that the distribution of a typical word’s occurrences in a document
collection is skewed: many documents will have zero occurrences, a smaller number of
documents will have fewer occurrences, and a very small number of documents will have
many occurrences [72]. Figure IV-5 is illustrative of this phenomenon; it shows a
distribution of one of the four dimensions from the Bible chapter example of Figure IV-2.
Figure IV-6 shows six pairwise scatter plots of all four of those word frequency
dimensions. Although no clusters are obvious in these graphs, the configuration is not
random: documents are concentrated near the origin and along the coordinate axes (as
one might expect with skewed term distributions).
Diagnosing document spaces for visualization requires an alternative to a test of
randomness. The two measures reviewed in the next section meet the necessary
15For example, in a 1990 study W. Shaw of the University of North Carolina used a test of clustering tendency based on the random
graph hypothesis. Shaw’s ability to make definitive statements about the presence of clusters was limited by an "absence of a
theoretical interpretation of ’clustering structure’" [65]
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Occurrences of ’David’ in Bible Chapters
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Figure IV-5: Skewed distribution of term frequencies
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Figure IV-6: Two-dimensional plots of Bible term frequencies
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requirements. Because they work on a matrix of proximity data, they work just as well
on high-dimensional data as on two-dimensional data. The proximity matrix can be
computed using many different similarity measures, including vector angle.  Rather than
contrasting clustered structure with random structure, these diagnostics contrast
proximities better modeled by a hierarchical ultrametric structure with those better
modeled by a spatial model. At the heart of this contrast is the relationship demonstrated
by Holman: these two models represent opposite extremes on a continuum (Section
IV.B).
2. Skewness and Elongation
In 1982, Sandra Pruzansky, Amos Tversky, and J. Douglas Carroll published the
results of their comparisons of spatial versus tree representations of proximity data [55].
The goal of that investigation was to develop guidelines for diagnosing whether two-
dimensional Euclidean planes or additive trees are more appropriate for modeling a set of
proximity data. Pruzansky and her colleagues discovered that artificially generated tree
and plane data fit the appropriate scaling model better than the inappropriate model for
all noise levels. They discovered that two properties of the data were useful for
distinguishing between proximity data better suited to a planar model and data better
suited to a discrete model. Those properties are the skewness of the distribution of
distances and the proportion of elongated triangles.
Points in a plane tend to generate many small distances and fewer large distances,
while tree data tend to produce the opposite pattern [55]. One expects, therefore, that the
distribution of pairwise dissimilarities for a clustered configuration of vectors will be
negatively skewed, and that the distribution will be more even or positively skewed for
evenly distributed vectors. The standard measure of skewness is used, where δij is the
computed dissimilarity between vectors i and j, n is the total number of vectors in the
distribution, and δ is the mean dissimilarity:
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n1/2 (δij −δ )3∑
i < j
[ (δij −δ )2]3/2∑
i < j
The triangle formed by the distances among any three objects is considered
"elongated" if the middle side is closer in length to the long side than to the short side (or
L - M < M - S). Such elongated triangles will be found in binary, rooted trees, or in any
set of points grouped in clusters, since intercluster distances will tend to exceed
intracluster distances.  The "proportion of elongation" diagnostic is equal to the
percentage of total triangles that are elongated according to the definition above. One can
interpret this proportion as a measure of the severity of departures from the ultrametric
inequality: any triples satisfying the inequality are elongated (since L = M), and triples
where M is closer to L than to S violate the inequality less severely than if the middle
distance is closer to the shorter.
From the standpoint of fitting a model to proximity data, it makes no difference
whether the dissimilarities are Euclidean distances or some other measure (such as the
angle between vectors). The experiments described in later chapters all calculate
proportion of elongation on vector angles; a triple is considered "elongated" if the middle
angle is closer to the larger angle than to the smallest angle.
The skewness and elongation diagnostics can be applied to a matrix of object by
object dissimilarities to get an idea of how clustered the data looks. One can imagine a
group of vectors in an n-dimensional space. The more the vectors tend to form isolated
clusters, the more large values one can expect in a distribution of distances. Likewise, the
triangles formed by triples of vectors are more likely to be elongated in a clustered
configuration, since a greater number of triangles will have two vectors quite close
together and the third point far away. A configuration of vectors that’s more spread out
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and less clustered will display the opposite pattern. Pruzansky and her colleagues
demonstrated with a graph of skewness vs. elongation a distinction between twelve sets
of real proximity data that are fit better by a tree model from eight sets that are better fit
by a planar model [55]. That graph is reproduced in Figure IV-7: points marked with a ’t’
were better modeled with a tree and those marked with a ’p’ were better modeled with a
plane. The ’T’ point represents a set of artificially generated tree data, and the ’P’
represents a set of points randomly scattered in a plane. The diagonal line in the graph











































Figure IV-7: Skewness vs. Elongation plot from [55]
Elongation and skewness are expensive diagnostics to compute, since they require
extensive processing of large matrices. It is unlikely that use of the measures themselves
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would be practical in a realistic document classification or retrieval task. However, the
measures can be used to validate a more efficient term selection strategy, such as that
described in Section III.D. Chapter V introduces such a validation study.
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CHAPTER V.
AN EVALUATION OF THE DOCUMENT ANALYSIS STRATEGY
This chapter is an introduction to a set of three experiments conducted to evaluate
the document analysis strategy described in Section III.D.  A summary of background
material in earlier chapters is followed by an explanation of the research questions
addressed in this study, the hypotheses tested, and the dependent and independent
variables. Section V.E.1 presents details of the documents selected for the study and the
manner in which the text of those documents was processed.
The three chapters following this one present the results of the experiments.
Chapter VI reports the relationship between term discrimination value and clustering
properties of browsing spaces (a test of Guideline 1 from Section III.E.1). The
experiment reported in Chapter VII investigated the relationship between intercorrelation
among terms and those same clustering properties (Section III.E.2). Chapter VIII reports
experiments conducted to verify that the term selection strategy can recover known
cluster structure. Chapter IX is an interpretation of the experimental results and an overall
assessment of the document analysis strategy. Section IX.C discusses research questions
remaining to be addressed, and work to be done in the future.
A. SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
Chapter III proposes a solution to the information retrieval problems outlined in
Chapter II. The proposal is that a searcher or analyst retrieve a larger set (e.g., 80-200) of
documents than he or she would be willing to review in sequence. Instead of further
narrowing the search (and risking a loss of recall), it is proposed that the searcher create a
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browsing space (Section III.C) from attributes of the documents in the retrieved set.
Attributes would typically be frequencies of terms or stems extracted from the document
text or abstract, but could include other characteristics such as publication year or the
language in which the text is written.
As discussed in Section III.C, searchers must be able to explore the browsing space
with a tool that overcomes the problem of visualizing spaces with more than three
dimensions. Such a tool would have to make document similarities explicit, so that once
a relevant document has been found, the user can be directed to other documents that
may also be relevant. It’s desirable that the tool make dimensions of the browsing space
visible, so that searchers recognize shared attributes for a cluster without having to
examine many document representations. Browsing could be effected by applying a
clustering algorithm to the documents within the space, so that entire clusters of related
documents could be retrieved at once. However, a preferable solution would be to project
the browsing space into a two-dimensional display with the aid of a visualization
interface. As described in Section III.B, tools like VIBE plot iconic document descriptors
so that similar documents lie in the same region of the display and are closest to icons
representing their strongest attributes.
To be of help to the searcher, a browsing space should cluster the documents
(Chapter IV). That is to say, the document attributes defining the space must highlight
reasonably large subsets of the retrieved documents. As discussed in Section II.A.1, a
subset would consist of documents similar to each other with respect to one or more of
the attributes that distinguish them from the others in the retrieved set.  It’s hoped that
contrasts among the clusters provide information that help distinguish relevant from
irrelevant documents. For example, within a set of documents retrieved on the search
term "inheritance," one subset might be discriminated based on the frequency of the term
"trait," a second subset based on the frequency of "tax," and a third on the frequency of
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the phrase "object-oriented." If (as seems likely) the clusters discriminated by those terms
have little overlap, then all three should be included in the browsing space. On the other
hand, most documents discriminated by "database" are likely to overlap with those
discriminated by "object-oriented," so only one of those two terms should be selected.
One can’t expect searchers to know in advance what terms, phrases, or other attributes
will discriminate subsets, but it may be relatively easy for them to recognize meaningful
attributes from a list of strong discriminators.
Section III.D proposes a solution to the retrieval problem based on rich
representations, precise control over the search process, high recall selection, and the
identification of meaningful clusters of documents.  Two factors seem to influence the
tendency of browsing spaces to cluster:  the discrimination value of individual attributes,
and score correlations among pairs of attributes. Section III.D recommends two
guidelines for constructing a browsing space: choose strong discriminators (Section
II.C.1), and employ a Hopfield network to select sets of attributes that are as independent
as possible. A Hopfield network can be constructed to minimize the sum of pairwise
correlations between attributes, but permits human intervention in the execution of that
task; for example, activation of a node representing a very meaningful index term or
attribute can be clamped so that the final solution must include it.
Chapter IV discusses clusters and clustering tendency. It contrasts cloud-like
clusters, in which intra-cluster proximities are measured in metric distance, with clusters
of similarly "shaped" vectors (i.e., generalized Boolean combinations) in which the
vector angles within clusters are small. Milligan describes the former type of clusters as
"natural" [48]; Chapter IV, however, argues that topic clusters of interest to searchers (as
described in Section II.A.1) are of the angular or shape variety. Sections IV.C.1 and
IV.C.2 discuss measures of clustering tendency and two specific diagnostic measures
originally intended to help select a scaling model for proximity data. Skewness of a
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proximity distribution and the proportion of elongation have advantages for diagnosing
clustering tendency in a retrieval study such as this: because they are applied to
calculated proximities, it doesn’t matter whether metric distance or vector angle was used
to create the proximity matrix or how many dimensions the original vector space
contained. Elongation and skewness have a range of values, allowing different degrees of
clustering to be compared rather than testing a null hypothesis of randomness (Section
IV.C.1).
B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS ADDRESSED
The experiments described in this section take the first steps in evaluating the
effectiveness of the document retrieval strategy proposed in earlier chapters. Specifically,
they test the reliability of the two guidelines outlined in Section III.D:
1. Do browsing spaces constructed with strong discriminators have a greater
tendency to cluster than those constructed with weaker discriminators?
2. Do browsing spaces constructed with less correlated attributes have a
greater tendency to cluster than those constructed with more correlated
attributes?
3. Can the strategy outlined in Section III.D recover clusters known to exist in
an artificial data set?
A frank assessment of the strategy’s two guidelines is desired. If an analyst selects
the strongest discriminators available and chooses the most independent combination
possible, will he or she reliably uncover such clustering structure as is to be found in the
data? The questions must be phrased with those qualifications, since there’s no guarantee
that strong discriminators are available, that an independent subset can be selected, or
even that there exist clusters of documents to be revealed. At best an analyst can only
choose the highest ranking terms the texts contain and the least intercorrelated subset of
those terms. The best result one can hope for is to define a browsing space with more
evidence of clustering than any other space for those documents.
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It’s not enough to know that top discriminators and nearly independent sets of
terms produce the most clustered displays. Analysts will select document attributes based
on an understanding of their meaning. However helpful the formal properties may prove
for highlighting contrasts, the strongest discriminators may simply not be relevant to the
analyst’s needs. Therefore, a frank assessment of the analysis guidelines requires tests
across a range of discrimination and intercorrelation values. Are the guidelines relevant
even if not all the terms are strong discriminators? Is it worth trying to minimize the
intercorrelations, even if an interpretable solution requires that some terms are
correlated?
For these reasons, tests of the guidelines proceeded along the following lines:
1. Since tests across a range of independent variable values was required, but
control over the absolute discrimination and intercorrelation values is not
possible, it was decided to test associations among the variables in a
correlation study.
2. Spearman’s rho (ρ) was chosen as the correlation measure, since as
explained above, these are tests on the ordinal properties of the independent
and dependent variables [23]. As explained in the next section, it would not
be sensible to treat these variables as anything but ordinal.
3. Significance tests on the value of ρ can determine the likelihood that no
relationship exists between the independent and dependent variables, but
that information is not enough to judge practical significance of the
relationship. To help assess the results of the experiments, they are graphed
with scatter plots, fitted with Tukey lines, and the residuals examined for
patterns. The Tukey line is an exploratory tool for examining two-
dimensional data for correlational structure [46]. The Tukey line’s equation
is based on medians, and is less sensitive to outliers than a least-squares
regression line.
4. Although three different document collections were used in the correlation
experiments, there’s no guarantee that the structure they seem to be
revealing is objective (or is in any way the "best" structure to reveal).
Therefore a test was conducted to confirm that discriminating variables in
an artificially constructed data set could be distinguished from random
variables using the two guidelines of the analysis strategy.
If d is the difference in ranks between corresponding x and y variables, then the










C. DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
In this study, discrimination strength is measured using the term discrimination
value (TDV) described in Section II.C.1. Clustering tendency is measured using the
skewness and elongation diagnostics described in Section IV.C.2. Attribute correlation is
measured using the sum of cosine similarities between attribute vectors in the transposed
browsing space. That sum is the function minimized by a Hopfield network when nodes
correspond to document attributes, and arcs to the cosine correlations between them
(Section III.D).
1. Independent Variable: Term Discrimination Value
Term discrimination value is considered an ordinal variable in these experiments.
As described in Section II.C.1, TDV’s are calculated by subtracting average pairwise
document dissimilarity without the term’s participation from the average dissimilarity
with the term’s participation. The second average will be the same for all terms in the
space, and so terms can be ranked as to which makes the largest change in average
similarity. But the absolute magnitude of the TDV depends not only on properties of the
term itself, but on properties of the other term vectors (how many of them there are, for
example). Only the rank orders of the discrimination values can be considered
meaningful.
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2. Independent Variable: Intercorrelation
Term correlation sums, like the discrimination values, are considered ordinal
variables. It was hypothesized that term vectors drawn from a set with comparable
discrimination values will construct a more clustered space if the sum of term vector
cosine similarities in the space of document vectors is low. But the absolute magnitude of
the Hopfield network’s energy function depends in part on how intercorrelated the terms
are to begin with. Only the rank orders of the correlation sums can be considered
meaningful.
3. Dependent Variables: Skewness and Proportion of Elongation
As described in detail in Section IV.C.2, skewness is measured by applying the
standard measure of skewness (third central moment divided by the cubed standard
deviation) to the distribution of pairwise document dissimilarities. Elongation is the
percentage of document triples for which the middle pairwise dissimilarity is closer to the
larger dissimilarity than to the smaller. Dissimilarity between document vectors is
measured by computing the angle between vectors in the space of stem frequencies.  It
was hypothesized that within a large set of potential index attributes, strong subsets of
attributes construct more clustered browsing spaces than weak subsets of attributes drawn
from the same set. However, it was not hypothesized that the degree of improvement (as
measured by elongation and skewness) would be a predictable function of TDV,
correlation sum, or their rank orders. The association between the dependent and
independent variables was therefore hypothesized to be monotonic rather than linear. To
say that strong indexing attributes will construct a more clustered browsing space than
poorer ones is not to say how much more clustered it will be.
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D. CORRELATION STUDIES
Two of the three research questions listed at the start of this chapter are addressed
in a correlation study: it was tested whether term discrimination value of index attributes
is directly related to high elongation and skewness in browsing spaces. It was tested
whether the sum of index term correlations for a browsing space is related to the
elongation and skewness values. It was predicted in the first case that strong
discriminators increase clustering, and in the second that correlations among term vectors
in the browsing space decrease clustering. The measures of clustering tendency are
dependent variables in this study, while discrimination value and the correlation sums are
the independent variables.
Index terms were selected across a range of discrimination values, from the best
discriminators to the poorest, and the clustering of spaces created with those terms were
compared. To address the second question, all subsets taken from sets of terms with
comparable discrimination value were ranked by the sum of term-term correlations. The
clustering of spaces created across the range of correlation sums were compared.
It’s important that clustering be compared across ranges of the dependent variables.
Searchers won’t always choose the best discriminating terms, even when they know what
those terms are. From the searcher’s perspective, the semantics and interpretability of the
index terms will always be the most important factor, and the strategy outlined in Section
III.D merely guides and suggests which sets of indexing attributes should produce a more
clustered space. This study needed to test whether those guidelines speak to users’ needs
in a variety of circumstances: should, for example, searchers attempt to minimize
intercorrelations even if the only meaningful index terms they can find are mediocre or
poor discriminators?  Pilot experiments demonstrated initial support for the hypothesis
that the relationships under examination hold across a range of discrimination values and
correlation sums [15]. This study tests those relationships with larger data sets than were
used in the pilot studies.
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E. THE DATA AND ITS PREPARATION
1. Documents and Index Terms
Documents in this study consist of abstracts, short texts, and simulated document
vectors. The attributes are frequencies of stems16 extracted from the abstracts and texts,
and components of the artificial document vectors. Traditionally, word frequencies have
been used in IR to estimate the importance of a topic in a text, but they have the potential
to reveal other document attributes as well. Nontopical attributes may discriminate
document clusters just as topic-related terms may. For example:
- In a collection containing documents written in more than one language,
frequencies of very common words can indicate the language of a document.
- Frequencies of proper names can reveal related documents cited or referred
to by the document author.
- Pronoun frequencies may discriminate clusters relating to gender. If, for
example, only 30% of news wire stories feature women prominently, then
frequencies of the words "she" and "her" will discriminate that cluster of
documents.
- Words from the title of a journal may discriminate clusters of articles
published in that journal. Ordinarily a journal title would appear only once in
a document representation. But an ASCII text derived via optical character
recognition from a scanned document image might have an instance of the
journal title for every page in the original document. Journal titles may also
appear in reference lists at the end of documents: A paper in the journal
Psychometrika, for example, may cite more Psychometrika papers than
papers in other journals.
This study will employ three document sets and one artificial data set.  The
document sets have been selected as representative of records to which the analysis
strategy of Section III.D might be applied:
1. 165 Department of Energy abstracts from the TREC 1 study [26]. The
abstracts were selected from a collection of over 200,000 abstracts. All 165
16The documents are tokenized into individual words using a simple lexical analyzer. Morphological variants (e.g., singular and
plural) of the words were conflated using Porter’s stemming algorithm [18]. Code for both the lexical analyser and stemmer were
taken from a collection of IR algorithms [19].
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abstracts include the word "epoch." Each abstract is a few hundred words
long (average approximately 150 words). The abstracts are drawn from
many different disciplines, and several senses of the word "epoch" are
represented.
2. The Federalist Papers: eighty-five essays written in the late 1780s by
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison, and John Jay. They run between one
and five thousand words in length, with an average around two thousand.
3. 130 Old Testament Chapters (King James Version) selected from 454 total
in the Pentateuch, Deuteronomic History, Chronicles, and the books of
Ezra, Nehemiah, and Jeremiah. All 130 mention the word "evil," and are
approximately 500-1500 words in length.
A complete listing of the document titles can be found in Appendix C. The Bible
chapters and Federalist papers were retrieved over the Internet from a collection of
electronic texts17.
2. Index Term Selection
Documents from the three sets are represented by vectors of term weights.  The
components of the document vectors will consist of raw frequencies of stems extracted
from the texts and abstracts.
Only stems occurring in ten percent or more of the documents participated in the
correlation studies. For set sizes of eighty to one hundred and seventy documents, ten
percent is probably the minimum size for a cluster; eliminating stems occurring in fewer
documents allowed a large number of terms with discrimination values near zero to be
discarded. It was initially decided that no stoplist18 would be applied since even very
frequent terms may discriminate meaningful clusters. For example, frequencies of the
names "God" and "Lord" in the Old Testament chapters may help discriminate clusters
relating to authorship. However, computing without a stoplist produced unusual term
17URL: gopher://gopher.tc.umn.edu/11/Libraries/Electronic%20Books
18A stoplist is a list of frequent words discarded by the lexical analyzer.
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discrimination values (Chapter VI).  Therefore results of Experiment 1 are reported with
stoplists applied and unapplied. Since using a stoplist produced discrimination values
more representative of earlier studies, the second experiment was conducted with the
stoplist applied. Stoplists for the experiments are reproduced in Appendix E.
Each of the participating stems and the components of the artificial document
vectors had TDV calculated using vector angle for proximity and the centroid method of
computation (Section II.C.1).
F. RECOVERING KNOWN STRUCTURE FROM AN ARTIFICIAL DATA SET
One problem with the document analysis strategy and its assessment is that it relies
on there being relevant structure in the document space to uncover. Ranking index terms
by discrimination value calls users’ attention to the "best" discriminators, but how good
are the best? Minimizing intercorrelations does little good if every term in the network
discriminates the same cluster or if all of them are independent to begin with. Indeed,
there’s no guarantee that a retrieved set will contain relevant clusters that are
discriminable through index term frequencies.
Two experiments were conducted to verify that clusters embedded in an artificial
data space can be recovered using the formal properties under examination in this study.
The artificial document space was prepared using an adaptation of Milligan’s algorithm
described in Section IV.C.
Twenty dimensions (ten data and ten random noise) were ranked by term
discrimination value to see whether all data dimensions were better discriminators than
any of the random dimensions. The 252 selections of five dimensions from the ten data
dimensions were rank-ordered by the sum of pairwise attribute cosine similarities in the
space of document vectors. The top ten (least intercorrelated) combinations were
examined to see how many of the five embedded clusters they are able to discriminate.
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CHAPTER VI.
EXPERIMENT 1: DISCRIMINATION VALUE AND CLUSTERING TENDENCY
This chapter reports the results of a correlation study. Three document collections
consisting of long documents (the Federalist Papers), medium length documents (Bible
chapters) and short documents (Department of Energy abstracts) were analyzed to assess
the strength of association between Term Discrimination Value (TDV) and two measures
of clustering tendency: skewness and elongation. It was hypothesized that browsing
spaces constructed with stronger discriminators would produce more clustered
configurations of vectors. Increased clustering should be reflected in a higher proportion
of elongated triples and a more negatively skewed distribution of pairwise vector
dissimilarities. These hypotheses were tested against the null hypotheses that no such
associations exist.
A. PROCEDURE
1. Extraction and count of stems from documents
Initial processing of the documents took place according to the following steps:
1. Each document in each collection was passed through a filter which
tokenized the texts into individual words and applied the Porter stemming
algorithm [18] to normalize morphological variants. For each stem it was
determined how many documents it occurred in. The stems were rank
ordered by this frequency of occurrence.
- The 165 Department of Energy abstracts contained a total of 2855
unique stems.
- The 130 Old Testament chapters contained a total of 3705 unique
stems.
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- The 85 Federalist Papers contained a total of 5084 unique stems.
2. Stems occurring in fewer than ten percent of the documents were discarded,
since they were likely to have discrimination values near zero (Section
II.C.1). Because the DOE collection contained so few stems, only those
occurring in six percent or fewer documents were discarded. 257 stems
occurred in greater than six percent of the DOE abstracts.  The Bible
chapters included 571 stems that occurred in greater than ten percent of the
documents. There were 1516 stems that occurred in more than ten percent
of the federalist papers.
3. Another filter was applied to the texts to rank each stem according to its
Term Discrimination Value. TDV was calculated using the centroid method
and using cosine similarity (Section II.C.1).
4. As described in the next section, the TDV computations yielded unexpected
results: terms that ought to have been very poor discriminators were ranked
among the top discriminators. It was decided to recalculate the TDVs after
having applied a stoplist and to calculate the correlations on each collection
twice: one with a stoplist applied, and again with the stoplist not applied.
The stoplist included stems occurring in greater than ninety percent of the
documents. When the stoplist was applied the frequencies of those very
common stems did not participate in any of the calculations.
The stoplists for all three collections are listed in Appendix E.
2. Computation of Term Discrimination Value
The original proposal for this study stated that no stoplists would be applied during
document processing, since even a preposition or pronoun might discriminate a cluster of
documents. However, when the stems were ranked according to discrimination value
extremely common words were ranked among the top discriminators. This was cause for
concern, since (as discussed in earlier chapters) the traditional relationship between
collection frequency and discrimination value is part of the rationale for TDV as an
independent variable in this study. Therefore, it was decided to re-calculate TDVs after
having removed the most frequently occurring stems, and to run each correlation
experiment twice: once with and once without the stopwords participating.
Before applying the stoplist, the following stems were ranked as the top ten












After applying the stoplist, the stems "thou," "thy," and "thee" were among the ten











The pattern was similar in the other document sets: the top discriminators for the
Federalist papers included the stopwords "and," "i," "would," and "govern." The top
ranked discriminators for the DOE abstracts included the common words "for" and "are."
Chapter IX includes discussion and interpretation of these unusual results. This
chapter reports the results of correlation studies on the documents with and without the
stopwords participating.
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3. Division of the Ranked Terms into Sets of Five
After ranking the stems by discrimination value, the set of stems for each
collection was divided into approximately fifty divisions, each consisting of stems in
TDV rank order. From each division, five stems were selected at random to define a five-
dimensional space. The exact number of divisions depended on the size of the remainder
when the total number of stems in the file was divided by fifty:
1. Bible chapter stems divided into 53 divisions when the stoplist was applied,
and 54 when it was not applied.
2. Federalist Paper stems divided into 51 divisions when the stoplist was
applied, 52 when it was not.
3. DOE stems divided into 49 divisions when the stoplist was applied, 50
when it was not.
4. Calculation of Skewness and Elongation Diagnostics
Elongation and skewness measures were computed for the five-dimensional space
in each of the six sets of divisions. The elongation and skewness results were paired with
the independent variable (TDV rank) values and stored. With three document collections,
two treatments (stoplist vs. all stems), and two dependent variables, there were a total of
twelve data sets.
5. Assessment of Relationship Strengths
Spearman rank correlation coefficients were computed for all twelve data sets. The
data were graphed, and Tukey lines were fitted to the scatter plots. Those results are
reported in the following section.
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B. RESULTS
Table VI-1 summarizes the results of the correlations. The columns from left to
right are the dependent variable, whether a stoplist was applied, the document collection,
and the correlation coefficient.  Values of ρ marked with an asterisk are significant at α =
0.01.
DV Stoplst Collctn rho N
Skew No Bible -0.85* 54
Skew No Federal -0.86* 52
Skew No DOE -0.66* 50
Skew Yes Bible 0.16 53
Skew Yes Federal 0.14 51
Skew Yes DOE -0.33 49
Elong No Bible -0.28 54
Elong No Federal -0.47* 52
Elong No DOE -0.77* 50
Elong Yes Bible -0.73* 53
Elong Yes Federal -0.68* 51
Elong Yes DOE -0.69* 49
Table VI-1: Correlation Results from Experiment 1
All twenty-four graphs associated with Experiment 1 (twelve scatter plots and
twelve residual plots) are presented in Appendix A. A selection of representative graphs
is included in this chapter.
1. Results: TDV vs. Skewness
From Table VI-1, it would certainly seem that there’s a strong association between
TDV rank and skewness, at least under the condition that high-frequency stems
participate in the computations. The correlation coefficient between TDV and skewness
is -0.85, -0.86, and -0.66 for the non-stoplist treatments of the Bible chapters, Federalist
Papers, and DOE abstracts, respectively. All three corresponding Z values are well below
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the -2.58 cutoff for significance at the 0.01 alpha level19. The strengths of these
associations are borne out in the graphs of the data as well. On the other hand, the fact
that these ρ values are negative is unexpected. The association runs directly counter to
what was hypothesized: as far as the skewness measure is concerned, strong
discriminators show the least evidence of clustering, and weak discriminators show the
most. The one exception to this trend is the example of the very worst discriminators of
all which (consistent with the results of earlier experiments) have positive skewness

















































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Skewness



















Figure VI-1: Plot of TDV rank vs. skewness (Federalist papers,
no stoplist)
19Significance is tested with the large-sample test of ρ [44]
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Figure VI-1 is representative of the results of discrimination value vs. skewness
when a stoplist is not applied. The one outlier in the upper right corner of the graph
represents the only stems with negative discrimination values: when TDV is that bad then
vectors seem to become evenly distributed, but barring that weaker discriminators appear















































Residuals: TDV Rank vs. Skewness




















Figure VI-2: Residuals for TDV rank vs. skewness (Federalist papers,
no stoplist)
Figure VI-3 shows the same documents measured on the same variables when a
stoplist is applied. Recall that application of the stoplist had an unexpected effect on
which terms were good discriminators. In this graph, there’s much less evidence of any
relationship (and the ρ value for this data is not statistically significant). There is more
evidence in this graph that the very worst discriminators produce unclustered spaces, but
if the points in the upper right quadrant of the graph were disregarded then one might
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interpret the remaining data as indicating another negative (albeit weaker) relationship















































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Skewness

















Figure VI-3: Plot of TDV rank vs. skewness (Federalist papers,
stoplist applied)
Graphs for the other document collections (Appendix A) show patterns consistent
with those for the Federalist Papers: when the stoplist was not applied, there was a strong
negative relationship, with the exception of the very worst discriminators. When the
stoplist is applied there’s no significant evidence of correlation, although these plots
show more examples of positive skewness values when the very worst discriminators are
used.
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2. Results: TDV vs. Elongation
The next strongest group of associations are those between TDV and elongation
when a stoplist has been applied. The ρ values for TDV vs. elongation with stopwords
not participating are -0.73, -0.68, and -0.69 for the Bible chapters, Federalist Papers, and
DOE abstracts, respectively. Figure VI-4 shows the scatterplot for the Bible chapters:
obviously the relationship is weaker than the correlation with skewness. Moreover, it can
be seen in the plot of the residuals (Figure VI-5) that there’s uneven variation across the
general trend of the relationship: the scatter is greater with the weaker discriminators. In
this case evidence suggests that stronger discriminators are producing more clustered
spaces rather than less clustered. Note that what counts as a strong discriminator depends






































































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation
Bible Chapters (stoplist applied)



































































Residuals: TDV rank vs. Elongation
Bible chapters (stoplist applied)
Figure VI-5: Residuals: TDV rank vs. Elongation (Bible chapters,
stoplist applied)
There’s much less evidence that TDV and elongation are associated when high-
frequency stems participate in the computations. Figures VI-6 and VI-7 show TDV vs.
elongation for Bible chapters and Federalist Papers when the stoplist is not applied.
Although the correlation was significant in the latter case, the relationship itself is not as
strong as when the stoplist was applied. The hump shapes of these two sets of points
suggests that a third variable may be influencing this relationship (possibly a variable
connected with the participation or non-participation of high-frequency terms in TDV
computations). The only collection for which elongation was equally strongly associated
with TDV under both treatments was the DOE abstracts: in fact, the correlation is























































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation





















Figure VI-6: TDV rank vs. Elongation (Bible chapters, no stoplist applied)
C. SUMMARY
Evidence for the connection between discriminatory power and clustering tendency
is mixed. On the one hand, strong discriminators seem to produce less negatively skewed
distributions of pairwise proximities (suggesting less clustering). On the other hand,
strong discriminators seem to define vector spaces with a higher proportion of elongated
triples (suggesting more clustering). Complicating this evidence is the fact that the
application or non-application of a stoplist makes a difference as to which terms are
deemed the most discriminating. However, the very worst discriminators seem to
consistently produce vector configurations with no evidence of clustering. Chapter IX

















































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation 















Figure VI-7: TDV rank vs. Elongation (Federalist Papers, no stoplist applied)
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CHAPTER VII.
EXPERIMENT 2: INTERCORRELATION AND CLUSTERING TENDENCY
This chapter reports the results of a correlation study. One document collection
(Old Testament chapters) was analyzed to assess the strength of association between the
sum of pairwise term vector correlations and the skewness and elongation measures of
clustering tendency. It was hypothesized that browising spaces constructed with more
independent term vectors would produce more clustered configurations of vectors.
Increased clustering should be reflected in a higher proportion of elongated triples and a
more negatively skewed distribution of pairwise vector dissimilarities. These hypotheses
were tested against the null hypotheses that no such associations exist.
A. PROCEDURE
1. Term extraction, stemming, and ranking by discrimination value
The Bible chapter stems used in this experiment are the same as those which were
used in Experiment 1. Because application of a stoplist in the last experiment resulted in
a more conventional relationship between discrimination value and document frequency,
this experiment employed TDV values computed after application of a stoplist.
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2. Selection of TDV-Ranked Terms into Sets of Nine
This experiment investigated the effect of intercorrelation of stem frequencies on
the clustering properties of browsing spaces. In order to control for the effect of
discrimination value, terms in TDV rank order were grouped before subsets of those
groups were ranked by intercorrelation sum.  Five sets of nine stems were selected from
the TDV-ranked list of 530 stems:
1. The 9 top-ranked stems (david, her, shalt, you, offer, your, mose, our,
prophet).
2. Stems ranked 105 through 113 (jordan, three, build, began, imag, number,
sword walk, themselv). These will be referred to as the "fair"
discriminators.
3. Stems ranked 375 through 383 (kindl, consum, shut, sat, vain, get, anoth,
howbeit, stand). These will be referred to as the "weak" discriminators.
4. The 9 worst discriminators (israel, said, thi, will, have, thee, wa, god, thou).
5. Nine stems of varying TDV ranks drawn at random (manasseh, let, flesh,
death, slew, seven, how, mighti, prosper).
3. Ordering of Subsets by Intercorrelation Sum
Each of the five sets of nine stems was processed by a filter that listed the 126
combinations of five stems taken from nine. The nine stems were then matched with their
occurrence frequencies in the 130 Bible chapters. The nine-dimensional term by
document matrices were transposed, and the 126 five-stem subsets were ranked in
increasing order by the sum of pairwise cosine similarities in the space of document
frequencies. For each set of nine stems, the top-ranked set of five stems was the least
intercorrelated subset of the nine, while the lowest ranked set was the most
intercorrelated.
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4. Calculation of Skewness and Elongation Diagnostics
Elongation and skewness measures were computed for all five-dimensional spaces,
and results were paired with the independent variable (intercorrelation sum rank) values.
With five sets of nine terms and two dependent variables, there were a total of ten data
sets.
5. Assessment of Relationship Strengths
Spearman rank correlation coefficients were computed for all ten data sets. The
data were graphed, and Tukey lines were fitted to the scatter plots. Those results are
reported in the following section.
B. RESULTS
Table VII-1 summarizes the results of the correlations. The columns from left to
right are the dependent variable, the discrimination level from which the terms were













Table VII-1: Correlation Results from Experiment 2
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All graphs associated with Experiment 2 (scatter plots and residual plots) are
presented in Appendix A. A selection of representative graphs is included in this chapter.
1. Results: Intercorrelation vs. Skewness
There’s evidence of a relationship between intercorrelation sum and skewness for
the best, fair, and weak discriminators. The ρ values of 0.81, 0.68, and 0.75, respectively,
show that more highly intercorrelated sets of terms define vector spaces with less
negatively skewed distributions of dissimilarities. This evidence supports the hypothesis
that independent stems define more clustered vector spaces than correlated stems. The
evidence of this relationship is borne out in the graphs of correlation sum vs. skewness























































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness

















































































































































Residuals: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness























Figure VII-2: Residuals: intercorrelation vs. skewness (Bible chapters,
best discriminators)
Although the ρ values for correlation sum against elongation are statistically
significant for the worst and the random discriminators, the associations are much weaker
than for the other discrimination levels.  The correlations may be too strong to account
for by chance, but an examination of the graphs in Figures VII-3 and VII-4 shows that for
the weakest discriminators (and those of mixed TDV) intercorrelation sum has too little
predictive power for evidence of clustering. The separation of points in the top and
bottom halves of Figure VII-4 suggests that the differences in discriminatory power have































































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness



















Figure VII-3: Plot of intercorrelation vs. skewness (Bible chapters,
worst discriminators)
2. Results: Intercorrelation vs. Elongation
These experiments offer no compelling evidence for a consistent relationship
between intercorrelation sum and the elongation measure of clustering tendency.
Statistically significant correlations were found for three of the five data sets (each with
absolute values of ρ less than 0.4), but they differ in the direction of the trend: negative in
the case of the best discriminators, and positive for the fair and weak discriminators.  It’s
clear from an examination of Figure VII-5 that even the strongest of these associations is
too weak to ascribe any practical significance.  The plot of intercorrelation vs. elongation
for the random terms (Figure VII-6) shows a clumping which (like the skewness plot for
the same data) suggests that differences in the discrimination values may have a greater

























































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness




















Figure VII-4: Plot of intercorrelation vs. skewness (Bible chapters,
random discriminators)
C. SUMMARY
Evidence for the connection between term independence and clustering tendency is
mixed. On the one hand, less correlated stems seem to produce more negatively skewed
distributions of pairwise proximities (consistent with clustering). On the other hand, those
same subsets fail to reliably produce a higher proportion of elongated triples.  Chapter IX


























































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Elongation














































































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Elongation

















EXPERIMENT 3: EXPERIMENTS WITH ARTIFICIAL DATA
Two of the three research questions listed in Chapter V are conducted in
correlation studies involving three document sets, as described in Chapters VI and VII.
The remaining question, whether known cluster structure can be recovered, was
addressed in an experiment using artificial data.  The purpose of the experiment was to
verify that the data dimensions were distinguishable from the random dimensions based
on their term discrimination values. The role of intercorrelations in the joint-
discriminatory power of the variables was also investigated.
1. Simulating an artificial document space
As described in Section IV.C, Glenn Milligan wrote an algorithm for creating
artificial test clusters as part of his research in automatic variable weighting for cluster
analysis [48]. Clusters output from Milligan’s algorithm are not representative of the
document clusters of interest in this study for two reasons: vector angles between cluster
centroids are never wide enough to give them contrasting shapes, and the vectors within
any cluster have too little variability in length. Milligan’s algorithm creates two types of
variables: discriminating dimensions that discriminate every cluster and random
dimensions that discriminate none of the clusters. Because Milligan’s studies measures
vector proximity using Euclidean distance, vectors within a cohesive cluster cannot vary
greatly in length.
Milligan’s algorithm was modified to create an artificial document space
appropriate to this study. The complete algorithm is listed in Appendix D, but changes to
Milligan’s algorithm can be summarized as follows:
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1. Five clusters were defined in ten data dimensions. The mean and variance
for each cluster were assigned along all ten dimensions, then each cluster
had mean and variance for five of those dimensions set to zero.  The five
dimensions were selected randomly from the ten data dimensions.  Each
cluster was therefore defined on one of 252 sets of five dimensions taken
from ten.
2. After all the clusters were populated and values assigned to ten additional
random dimensions, a random number was generated for each vector in the
data set. All twenty components of the vector were multiplied by the
number, preserving the slope of the vector, but changing its length.
2. The artificial data set
The artificial data set consists of 125 vectors, divided evenly among five clusters.
The vectors were defined on ten discriminating dimensions (1-10) and ten random
dimensions (11-20) consisting of random values. Each of the five clusters was
discriminated by five of the ten data dimensions, as shown in Table VIII-1. Vector
components have zero values on non-discriminating data dimensions, and random values
on the noise dimensions. As shown by the table, dimension 4 discriminated none of the
clusters.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cluster 1 X X X X X
Cluster 2 X X X X X
Cluster 3 X X X X X
Cluster 4 X X X X X
Cluster 5 X X X X X
Table VIII-1: Dimensions discriminating clusters
A. TERM DISCRIMINATION VALUE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
Term discrimination value for each component of the artificial document vectors
was calculated using vector angle for proximity and the centroid method of computation
(Section II.C.1).  The discrimination values in rank order are presented below:
1. Dimension 1: 0.03639
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2. Dimension 2: 0.01612
3. Dimension 10: 0.01185
4. Dimension 3: 0.01156
5. Dimension 5: 0.00992
6. Dimension 8: 0.00559
7. Dimension 7: 0.00537
8. Dimension 4: 0.00000
9. Dimension 18: -0.00154
10. Dimension 16: -0.00310
11. Dimension 19: -0.00359
12. Dimension 17: -0.00400
13. Dimension 12: -0.00474
14. Dimension 14: -0.00508
15. Dimension 20: -0.00513
16. Dimension 15: -0.00513
17. Dimension 11: -0.00556
18. Dimension 13: -0.00967
19. Dimension 9: -0.01211
20. Dimension 6: -0.02629
The following observations are instructive:
- The top five discriminating dimensions are those on which exactly two of the
clusters (i.e., about 40% of the vectors) are defined. This is consistent with
Salton’s model of the relationship between collection frequency and
discrimination value described in Section II.C.1. One would expect terms
with strong weights in about 40% of the collection to be good discriminators.
- The next two highest ranking dimensions (8 and 7) are those that
discriminate 3 clusters (about 60% of the vectors).
- Thanks to the random assignment of clusters to dimensions, dimension
number 4 ended up discriminating none of the clusters. All vector
components on that dimension were set to zero, and (as might be expected)
its use or non-use makes absolutely no contribution to the average similarity.
Its TDV is zero, of course.
- The next ten dimensions in rank order are those which discriminate no
clusters (i.e., the random noise dimensions).
- Lowest of all are two more dimensions from the original ten discriminators.
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These are dimensions 9 and 6 -- those on which 80% or more of the vectors
have a value greater than zero. These dimensions correspond (in Salton’s
model) to terms occurring in nearly every document.
TDV failed to rank two of the "signal" dimensions higher than the ten "noise"
dimensions. But this failure provides insight into why the method works as well as it
does. Neither dimension 6 nor dimension 9 are really bad discriminators: as will be seen
in the next section, the five clusters defined in this set are compact and separated enough
that they can be visually discriminated under nearly any combination of dimensions 1
through 10. But term discrimination value isn’t sensitive to the subtle differences
between clusters on dimensions 6 and 9: those two dimensions simply discriminate too
many of the vectors. For that reason, they receive negative discrimination values.
B. VISUALIZING THE DISCRIMINATION OF CLUSTERS
Figures VIII-1, VIII-2, VIII-3, and VIII-4 depict the artificial data set projected
into two dimensions using the VIBE visualization interface (Section III.B.4). Figure
VIII-1 displays the data using the five dimensions with the highest TDV (1, 2, 3, 5, 10).
Figure VIII-2 displays the data using the other five non-noise dimensions (including
dimension 4 which discriminates nothing20). Using only these dimensions, both displays
seem to discriminate the five clusters equally well.  Note, however, that the stronger
discriminators define the clusters on fewer dimensions apiece. In Figure VIII-1, only one
of the clusters is defined on more than two dimensions, three of them are defined on two
dimensions exactly, and one of them is defined on only one. In contrast, Figure VIII-2
shows only one cluster defined on fewer than three of the dimensions.
20Obviously dimension 4 contributes nothing to the visualization, and might as well be absent. Its inclusion in the analyses in this
chapter is to illustrate a caveat: null dimensions like number 4 can be ranked higher than discriminating dimensions by the TDV
algorithm, despite the fact that they contribute no information. Likewise, a null dimension has a zero correlation with everything.
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Figure VIII-1: Artificial data: best 5 discriminators)
Although clusters in both figures appear equally discriminable, the dimensions
ranked best by TDV maximize the separation of the clusters. Note in Figure VIII-1 the
cluster defined on dimensions 2 and 10, the cluster on dimensions 3 and 5, and the cluster
defined only on dimension 1.  These three clusters are completely independent of each
other: no vector in one cluster has a similarity greater than zero with vectors in the other
two.
Figures VIII-3 and VIII-4 show the effect of noise on the discriminability of
clusters. In Figure VIII-3 one of the noise dimensions (number 11) has been added to the
VIBE display depicted in Figure VIII-1. The same noise dimension has been added to the
display in Figure VIII-2 to produce Figure VIII-4.
It’s clear from the figures that the ability to visually identify clusters has suffered
less with the good discriminators than with the poor ones. That’s due simply to the
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Figure VIII-2: Artificial data: poor discriminators)
greater separation between clusters in the plane of the display. It’s not clear from the
figure, however, whether the three clusters confounded in the center of Figure VIII-4
could be perceptually discriminated by moving the POI icons (Section III.B.4, Appendix
B). In other words, one can’t tell from the figure alone whether the clusters have been
confounded in the underlying space that defines them.
In fact, two of the clusters in Figure VIII-2 have been confounded in Figure VIII-4
due to the added noise. It can be confirmed from Table VIII-1 that clusters 2 and 3 are
defined on exactly the same dimensions in Figure VIII-2. Clusters 2 and 3 are the two
that are plotted closest together in the center of Figure VIII-2. Both are defined in that
figure on dimensions 6, 8, and 9. Differences in scores on those three dimensions are
what makes it possible to distinguish between them. The noise contributed by dimension
11 makes vectors in both clusters similar each other in the four-dimensional space that
defines them. When the clusters are displayed using dimensions with the best TDV
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Figure VIII-3: Artificial data: good discriminators with one noise dimension)
rankings, no two clusters are defined on exactly the same combination of dimensions. For
that reason, the clusters remain distinct both on the display and in the underlying space.
Figure VIII-4: Artificial data: poor discriminators with one noise dimension)
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C. EXAMINING INTERCORRELATIONS
In the (relatively) low-dimensional space that the artificial data define,
discrimination value has a close relationship to the independence of the dimensions. To
illustrate this, the nine dimensions defining the clusters (dimensions 1-3, 5-10) were
divided into all subsets of five and ranked according to the correlation sum method
detailed in Chapter VII.  The five least intercorrelated sets of five are the following:
1. 1 2 3 5 8 (2.958135)
2. 1 10 3 5 8 (2.974887)
3. 1 10 2 3 5 (3.010677)
4. 1 10 2 3 7 (3.030933)
5. 1 10 2 3 8 (3.275089)
The number in parentheses is the total sum of pairwise correlations. The five most
intercorrelated sets of five are the following:
1. 1 6 7 8 9 (6.865892)
2. 1 3 6 8 9 (6.794508)
3. 1 3 6 7 9 (6.353724)
4. 3 6 7 8 9 (6.256927)
5. 10 2 5 6 7 (6.122811)
It’s not mysterious that those dimensions ranked best by TDV figure prominently
in the most independent sets, and those ranked the worst (6 and 9) appear in the most
intercorrelated. Obviously, dimensions on which many or all vectors are defined will
share more record vectors with each other than will dimensions on which fewer than half
of the vectors are defined. It’s interesting to note, however, that in this example the best




The data set investigated in these experiments represents a highly simplified model
of a document space, and the clusters embedded in that space are idealized abstractions of
the kind of structure one hopes to find in real text collections. For all that, the document
analysis strategy based on the TDV diagnostic and independence of document attributes
could be used successfully to distinguish dimensions that discriminate clusters well from
those that discriminate them less well (or not at all).
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CHAPTER IX.
INTERPRETATION AND FUTURE WORK
The experiments reported in this study were intended to support a critical
assessment of earlier pilot studies. Those pilot experiments, described in Chapter III,
produced results suggesting possible relationships between properties of extracted index
terms or stems and the clustering properties of vector spaces defined on the frequencies
of those terms/stems:
1. Very bad discriminators seemed to construct non-clustered vector spaces
(as measured by both skewness and elongation, and confirmed in VIBE
displays).
2. Stems with high TDV scores seemed to construct clustered vector spaces,
as measured with the clustering diagnostics and confirmed with
visualization in VIBE.
3. There appeared to be a functional relationship between TDV and proportion
of elongation: mediocre discriminators yielded higher elongation than poor
discriminators, and good discriminators did better still. (Note: stoplists were
routinely applied in these pilot experiments.)
4. There appeared to be a connection between degree of improvement in the
Hopfield network’s energy function, and change in skewness (Table III-1).
The greater the improvement from the starting state to the solution state, the
more evidence of clustering tendency increase (as measured by skewness).
The results of the experiments conducted for this study are consistent with the
results of pilot studies. There is evidence of an association between TDV score and
proportion of elongation if high-frequency terms are weeded out with a stoplist. There
does indeed seem to be a relationship between the sum of pairwise term correlations and
the skewness of the distribution of dissimilarities. Spaces constructed with the worst
discriminators of all consistently yielded positive skewness values and lower proportions
of elongation. There is definite evidence that one can influence the clustering tendency of
browsing spaces by applying the two guidelines described in Section III.D.
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On the other hand, several of the results of obtained in this study were unexpected
and/or contrary to hypotheses:
1. In Experiment 1, the existence or strength of the relationship between
independent and dependent variables depended on whether a stoplist had
been applied during the document processing. When every stem occurring
in greater than ten percent of the documents participated in TDV
computations, stems that one would ordinarily expect to be very poor
discriminators were ranked highly by TDV.
2. The strongest relationship uncovered in Experiment 1 was between TDV
rank and skewness, but the direction of the trend was opposite what had
been hypothesized: strong discriminators (as measured by the TDV
calculated without a stoplist) consistently yielded less negatively skewed
distributions of dissimilarities than weaker discriminators. The exception to
this trend was always the worst discriminating terms of all, which produced
positively skewed distributions as predicted.
3. Two measures of clustering tendency were used in this study, but their
diagnoses of the same data usually did not agree. According to the
elongation diagnostic, it appears that one can produce a more clustered
space by choosing strong discriminators, but this trend didn’t show up in
the skewness measures on the same data. Similarly, it appeared from the
skewness data that one could reliably increase clustering by minimizing
intercorrelations among the terms, but no increase in clustering was
indicated in the elongation scores on the same data.
In the following sections, each of these three points is addressed. The chapter will
conclude with an overall assessment of Guidelines 1 and 2, and suggestions for future
work.
A. INTERPRETING UNEXPECTED RESULTS
1. Sensitivity to stopword filtering/nonfiltering
The primary rationale for Guideline 1 of the document analysis strategy (choose
strong discriminators) is the relationship between term frequency and discrimination
value identified over twenty years ago. According to conventional wisdom, the strongest
discriminators are terms occurring frequently in a moderate sized subset of the collection.
Terms occurring in very few documents are supposed to have negligible discriminatory
power, and terms occurring in most or all documents are supposed to be the worst
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discriminators. To this investigator’s knowledge, only one study has questioned this
relationship: as discussed in Section II.C.1, Willett’s 1985 study demonstrated that
Salton’s characterization of the relationship holds when document similarities are
measured by vector angle, but that a different relationship holds when metric distances
(or the inner product) is used [79].
This investigator knows of no study that has reported a difference in
discrimination/frequency relationship when a stoplist is not applied.  Interestingly, there









































































Document frequency vs. average TDV rank

















Figure IX-1: Document frequency vs. average TDV rank (Bible chapters,
stoplist applied)
Figure IX-1 graphs Document frequency against average TDV rank using the
cosine similarity measure and applying a stoplist. The relationship is as predicted in
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Salton’s model: the most discriminating terms occur in the midrange frequency (on
average). Figure IX-2 shows the same data on the same variables when a stoplist is not
applied: in this graph the most discriminating terms (as ranked by the program) occur in a































































































Document frequency vs. average TDV rank















Figure IX-2: Document frequency vs. average TDV rank (Bible chapters, no
stoplist applied)
The connection to Willett’s work is that the relationship shown in Figure IX-2 is
exactly that which they demonstrated holds when TDV is computed using Euclidean
distance rather than an angular similarity measure. The implication is that by not using a
stoplist, TDV under the cosine measure resembles TDV computed under Euclidean
distance. To see whether that was the case, TDV was re-calculated using Euclidean
distance, and the rankings between the two measures were plotted against each other with











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cosine TDV vs. Euclidean TDV




















Figure IX-3: cosine TDV vs. Euclidean TDV (Bible chapters, stoplist applied)
It’s obvious from both graphs that TDV under Euclidean distance and the cosine
measure often agree on what terms are strong and weak discriminators, whether or not a
stop lits is applied. But it can be seen from Figure IX-4 that when the stoplist is absent
that the two measures are in almost complete agreement. When the stoplist is present
there are a number of terms (plotted in the lower right corner of Figure IX-3) that seem
like great discriminators to Euclidean TDV and terrible discriminators to angular TDV.
The ranking of these terms as strong discriminators may account for the
unexpected results in Experiment 1 when the stoplist was not applied. The stems that
ordinarily would not be highly ranked would likely (based on the trend in Figure IX-2)



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Cosine TDV vs. Euclidean TDV




















Figure IX-4: cosine TDV vs. Euclidean TDV (Bible chapters, no stoplist applied)
2. Negative relationship between TDV rank and skewness
The unexpectedly negative relationship discovered between TDV rank and the
skewness measure becomes much less mysterious in light of the previous section. Recall
that the trend was strongest (and statistically significant) only when the stoplist was not
applied.
Strong discriminators ought to skew dissimilarities in a negative direction because
documents defined on such dimensions should share few terms in common with each
other. Most pairs of documents ought to have a similarity of zero because there’s overlap
in the terms that describe them. The distribution of angles between document vectors
ought to have a tall spike at pi/2 radians, and then a low trail of other scores.
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But if (by virtue of the stoplist’s absence) a TDV ranking has mixed high-
frequency stems among the top discriminators, then most documents will share terms,
and the distribution of angles between document vectors will be more symmetric.
Two such distributions (drawn from Experiment 1) are shown in Figures IX-5 and
IX-6. They represent sets from each end of the trend depicted in Figure VI-1 Figure IX-5
is supposed to show angles between documents defined on strong discriminators, but
shape of the distribution makes it clear that many documents in this set share terms with
each other. The kicker is the terms themselves that define this space: "for," "at," "we,"
"upon," and "appoint." Of these terms, "for" and "at" occur in all 85 Federalist papers,
and the word "we" occurs in 82 out of 85. These are not strong discriminators, though
they have high TDV values.














Distribution of document dissimilarities, skewness=0.10632
Federalist papers, strong discriminators, no stop list appliedx
Figure IX-5: Distribution of document angles for allegedly strong discriminators
The terms defining the document space of Figure IX-6 are "arbitrari," "narrow,"
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"abstract," "anim," and "highest." These have been ranked as fairly weak discriminators
since their total frequency in the collection is low (only 35 of the 85 documents are
defined in this space), but there’s a strong case for arguing that they have more
discriminatory power than the words "at," and "for."










Distribution of document dissimilarities, skewness=-0.36273
Federalist papers, bad discriminators, no stop list appliedx
Figure IX-6: Distribution of document angles for weak discriminators
To summarize, the reason for the apparently negative relationship between TDV
rank and skewness may be as follows: The TDV calculation has ranked a number of
high-frequency stems as strong discriminators, due to the peculiar change when the
stoplist was not applied. These high-frequency terms skew the distribution of angles in a
positive direction. Fewer of these highly ranked terms are present in the document spaces
ranked lower by TDV, and so the clustering increases.
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3. Lack of consistency between skewness and elongation measures
Two measures of clustering tendency were employed in this study. The skewness
measure is based on the shape of the distribution of pairwise document dissimilarities.
The elongation measure examines the proportion of document triples for which the
middle dissimilarity is closer to the largest dissimilarity than it is to the smallest. The
theoretical basis for these diagnostics is the relationship between spatial and hierarchical
models for proximity data [55, 29].
Figure IX-7: Bible chapters: Best discriminators, independent
Experimental results reported in previous chapters are consistent with earlier pilot
experiments in important respects: by choosing strongly discriminating and independent
descriptors one can create browsing spaces for which both diagnostic measures suggest
clustering. By selecting the weakest discriminators one can create spaces for which both
elongation and skewness suggest an absence of clusters. It’s troubling, however, to
recognize that one can create a space with a high proportion of elongation and less
negative skewness (by choosing strong but intercorrelated discriminators). One can also
create a space with more negative skewness and a lower proportion of elongation by
selecting a nearly independent set of weak (but not terrible) discriminators.
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Figure IX-8: Bible chapters: Best discriminators, correlated
If these two diagnostic measures disagree with each other at least part of the time,
then either one or both of them must be providing misleading information at least part of
the time. The following paragraphs offer a possible explanation for the inconsistency and
suggestions for further investigations.
Figure IX-9: Bible chapters: weak discriminators, independent
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Divis Intercorr Skewness Elong
best independent -0.149979 0.7925
best correlated -0.077234 0.7422
weak independent -0.263773 0.5878
worst independent -0.003774 0.6245
worst correlated 0.024778 0.6130
random (most) independent -0.211548 0.6422
random (fairly) independent -0.053983 0.7740
Table IX-1: Diagnostic measures applied to examples
Figure IX-10: Bible chapters: worst discriminators, independent
Table IX-1 reports elongation and skewness diagnostics from seven Old Testament
data sets drawn from Experiment 2. The columns, from left to right, show term
discrimination value division (Section VII.A.2), the degree to which intercorrelations
were minimized, the skewness, and the elongation. The following seven data sets were
chosen for examination:
1. One of the most independent subsets of the best discriminators. Both the
skewness and elongation measures suggest a clustered space.
2. One of the least independent subsets of the best discriminators. The
elongation measure (.74) suggests a clustered space, but the skewness
measure is much less negative (-0.08).
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3. One of the most independent subsets of the weak discriminators. This
contrasts with the correlated, strong discriminators in that the skewness is
more suggestive of a clustered space, but the elongation is less suggestive
of clustering.
4. One of the most independent subsets of the worst discriminators. The
skewness measure suggests that this data is less clustered than the
independent, weak discriminators, but the elongation (.62) suggests that it’s
as good or slightly better.
5. One of the least independent subsets of the worst discriminators. These
should be the least clustered of all.
6. The most independent subset of the random (or mixed) discriminators. The
skewness measure suggests it’s comparable to the independent, weak
discriminators, but the elongation measure suggests that it’s more clustered
than that set.
7. A slightly less independent subset of the random/mixed discriminators.
This subset is ranked 7th in the list of least intercorrelated subsets. It is the
first such subset to shift dramatically to a higher skewness value. Recall
that in Figure VII-4 the plot of intercorrelation vs. skewness for mixed
discriminators had a vertical division of the data. Although this subset is
only slightly more intercorrelated than the last, there was a dramatic shift in
skewness (suggesting less clustering) and in elongation (suggesting more
clustering).
Figure IX-11: Bible chapters: worst discriminators, correlated
The seven data sets listed above are displayed using the VIBE (Section III.B.4)
visualization in Figures IX-7, IX-8, IX-9, IX-10, IX-11, IX-12, and IX-13. Comparing
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them to each other in light of the skewness and elongation values makes it possible to
determine which (if either) of the two measures is diagnosing the data correctly.
Figure IX-12: Bible chapters: random/mixed discriminators, most independent
1. Figure IX-11 vs. Figure IX-10: Minimizing the intercorrelations between
these two data sets seems to decreased the average similarity among
documents (as evidenced by the greater spread of the icons). However,
neither VIBE display shows evidence of clustering, even though the
skewness has gone from a positive value to a negative value. The lesson
would seem to be that the worst discriminators will not produce clustered
displays, even though the difference between the most and least
intercorrelated subsets may have a dramatic effect on the skewness.
2. Figure IX-8 vs. Figure IX-9: These are two sets for which the diagnostic
measures are in disagreement. According to the skewness measure, Figure
IX-9 should show the most clustered display, but Figure IX-8 should be
more clustered according to elongation. It seems obvious from the figures
that the independent weak discriminators show more evidence of clustering
than the correlated strong discriminators. Skewness seems to be a better
measure of the actual clustering tendency. It’s noteworthy that the
"weakness" of the discriminators in Figure IX-9 is due to their low
frequency in the collection. As a result, there are fewer total document
icons on the display than in Figure IX-8. Less correlated subsets of terms
must be possible with low frequency terms, since there is a greater
likelihood of terms sharing no documents in common (as shown in Figure
IX-9).
3. Figure IX-8 vs. Figure IX-7: Both diagnostics are consistent with the
displays in suggesting that the independent subset of the strong
discriminators shows more evidence of clustering than the correlated
subset.
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4. Figure IX-12 vs. Figure IX-13: These data sets were chosen due the
dramatic difference in the elongation and skewness measures, despite there
being a small difference in the intercorrelation sum. As reported in Chapter
VII, these terms were not all taken from the same TDV division.  The VIBE
displays suggest that the data in Figure IX-13 are slightly less clustered
than the data in Figure IX-12. If that’s a reasonable judgment, then the
elongation measure must be wrong in this case, since it predicts that Figure
IX-13 should be much more clustered than Figure IX-12.  Once again, the
skewness measure seems more on the money, since it predicts the opposite
pattern. But the difference in skewness is troubling: the VIBE display
seems to indicate a modest difference in clustering, but the difference in
skewness is dramatic.
Figure IX-13: Bible chapters: random/mixed discriminators, fairly independent
Overall, the skewness measure seems to predict clustering tendency in a way that’s
more consistent with observations through VIBE than the elongation measure does.
Skewness has sensitivity problems, though:
- Skewness is clearly sensitive to changes in the correlation/independence
even when the worst discriminators are used. Figures IX-10 and IX-11 show
that these differences have a genuine effect on vector distribution, but under
these circumstances neither independent nor correlated subsets show visible
evidence of clustering.
- As long as terms with comparable discrimination values are being compared,
the skewness measure seems to be a better predictor of clustering tendency
than elongation. However, the dramatic difference in skewness between the
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two examples of mixed discriminators seems out of line with the visible
difference in clustering. This sensitivity is consistent with the experimental
results reported in Chapter VII (as shown in Figure VII-4). Skewness seems
less reliable when document descriptors don‘t have comparable
discrimination values.
The elongation measure fails to predict that Figure IX-12 looks more clustered than
Figure IX-13, and that Figure IX-9 looks more clustered than Figure IX-8. It’s possible
that this indicates a problem with the way that elongation is being calculated. As
described in Section IV.C.2, a triple is considered elongated if the middle dissimilarity is
closer to the larger one than to the smaller. In keeping with the original study, this
definition excludes triples where all three documents are equally dissimilar [55].
It would certainly be a mistake to consider a triple elongated if all three angles
were equal to 0 degrees or 18 degrees, but what about if the three documents are
completely orthogonal? Pruzansky, Tversky, and Carrol worked with metric distances in
their models, so there weren’t opportunities for vectors to be infinitely dissimilar. The
displays in both Figures IX-9 and IX-12 show many document icons stacked directly atop
the icons representing stems. It could be that the elongated triples that are being missed in
those sets are triples where each document is described by only one term. It may be
instructive to repeat this study’s elongation experiments with a modified elongation
calculation that counts a triple as elongated if all three documents are completely
dissimilar to each other.
In addition to trying a slightly different elongation measure, another way to
investigate the apparent inconsistency with skewness would be to model the document-
by-document proximities with hierarchical clustering and multidimensional scaling
solutions, and to compare goodness-of-fit measures as was done in the original 1982
study [55]. Since the theoretical grounding for skewness and elongation is based on the
relationship between spatial and hierarchical models, one might take contrasting data
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such as that displayed in Figures IX-8 and IX-9 and see which one is better modeled by a
hierarchical and/or spatial representation.
B. ASSESSMENT OF THE DOCUMENT ANALYSIS STRATEGY
The experiments reported in Chapters VI, VII, and VIII have been designed to aid a
critical evaluation of the document analysis strategy described in Section III.D. This
chapter has presented an interpretation of the results of those experiments. Although the
final evaluation of the two document analysis guidelines will benefit from further
research, a preliminary assessment of the guidelines can be undertaken based on the work
of the present study.
1. Assessing Guideline 1: Choose strong discriminators
In light of the experimental results reported in this study, a cautious rephrasing of
this guideline might be, "avoid the worst discriminators."  The results of Experiment 1 in
Chapter VI demonstrate that a reliable relationship can be found between term
discrimination value and the elongation diagnostic, provided that TDV is computed under
the proper circumstances. There is strong evidence that the small number of terms/stems
consisting of a collection’s worst discriminators will always interfere with the uncovering
of meaningful clusters in a document set. It’s appropriate that these descriptors be
identified for searchers and analysts automatically, since human beings will not reliably
be able to avoid such terms on the basis of their meaning.
At present, taking advantage of any more subtle relationship between
discriminatory power and clustering tendency is complicated by the TDV algorithm’s
unexpected sensitivity to the variability of high-frequency terms, the difficulty of
interpreting discrimination values beyond the ordinal level, and the lack of a
confirmatory relationship with some other clustering tendency measure (such as
skewness). However, it may be possible to overcome those problems with further
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research. For example, Experiments 2 and 3 show TDV sensitive to those properties of a
term or stem that help it discriminate clusters. TDV is also sensitive to unrelated
properties such as occurrence variability across the collection. It would be appropriate to
seek alternatives to TDV as a measure of individual discriminatory power:  another more
direct and less complex measure might do a better job at ranking individual terms. Such a
measure might be some combined function of the number of documents in which a term
appears and the average number of occurrences in those documents. Alternatively, an
information-theoretic measure such as the signal to noise ratio [61] might be adapted for
this purpose.  A third possibility would be for analysts to select terms and stems from a
two-dimensional plot of TDV rank vs. the percentage of documents in which the term
occurs.
It should be noted that ranking the terms by discrimination value does provide
reliable guidance for controlling the size of the document subset under analysis. Choose
the worst discriminators, and you can count on analyzing all available documents, but
such terms will not help uncover clusters (or highlight any contrasts among the
documents within the set).  By choosing weak (i.e., low frequency) terms, it can be easy
to select nearly independent terms, since infrequent terms will tend not to overlap with
each other. However, one is limited to examining a smaller portion of the database at one
time under this strategy. Strong discriminators allow a large subset of the available
documents to be examined, while permitting a clustered configuration to emerge (by
minimizing intercorrelation, for example).
2. Assessing Guideline 2: Minimize intercorrelations among attributes
The intercorrelation guideline suffers from some of the same problems as the
discrimination guideline. A reliable relationship between intercorrelation and the
skewness diagnostic exists, but there’s no confirmatory relationship with another
clustering tendency measure (e.g., elongation). The relationship between intercorrelation
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and skewness seems to break down when terms in the set do not have comparable
discriminatory power. Intercorrelation cannot distinguish terms or stems that are truly
bad discriminators on their own.
There’s not enough evidence in the results of this study to recommend Guideline 2.
However, it’s possible that the problems with the intercorrelation guideline can be
overcome with less work than will be necessary for modifying Guideline 1. The
sensitivity of the correlation/skewness relationship might (if the VIBE screens in this
chapter are representative) be an issue relating to the skewness measure itself. The lack of
a confirmatory measure might (as discussed above) have to do with the way that
elongation was calculated. The visualization examples in this chapter show effects on
perceptual clustering in a visualization display whenever independent subsets of terms
are selected. Additional examples and analysis with a modified elongation measure may
provide compelling enough evidence to accept this guideline.
3. Using these guidelines in a real retrieval setting
Searchers and analysts should not be faced with the subtle problems of Guideline 1
in its original form. However, a simplified discrimination guideline could easily be
implemented. For example, a discrimination value for each term or stem could be
calculated without the participation of the highest frequency terms. Any negative
discriminators could be dropped from the list of terms (or else ranked at the very bottom
of the list).
If objections to the intercorrelation guideline can be overcome through analysis
with a modified elongation measure then the mechanism for this guideline can (as
discussed in Chapter III) be implemented with a Hopfield constraint satisfaction network
[30]. Linkages between nodes representing terms or stems should be weighted according
to the cosine similarity between term vectors in the transposed space of document
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vectors. The interface for a term selection network should allow users to start and stop
the process of updating term nodes, and to interactively adjust the activation levels of the
nodes themselves (including the ability to "clamp" the activation of a node so that it
won’t be changed). The interface to such a system might be as simple as an ordinary list
of terms with some way of indicating/highlighting their activation level (e.g., with color,
with check boxes, etc.).
C. QUESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
A number of research questions still remain to be addressed in future work.  This
section describes them briefly.
1. Clustering tendency issues
Can a slightly modified elongation measure (as described in Section IX.A.3) clarify
the relationship between intercorrelation and clustering tendency? Does the sensitivity of
the skewness/intercorrelation relationship to discrimination value speak directly to
clustering tendency or to the skewness measure itself? Will the skewness and elongation
results of this study be consistent with model-fitting experiments such as those conducted
by Pruzansky and her colleagues?
2. Comparison with other attribute selection techniques
How does the success of these attribute selection methods compare with related
studies? For example, could Milligan’s application of De Soete’s algorithm for automatic
variable weighting [49] be applied to uncover the same kind of structure that the
discrimination and correlation guidelines attempt to uncover?  As described in Section
IV.C, that method was specifically designed to discriminate another kind of cluster.
However, Milligan’s goal of minimizing departures from the ultrametric inequality is
similar in principle to this study’s goal of maximizing proportion of elongation.  Are
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there characteristics common to all clustered spaces, whether similarities are computed
with distances or angles? If so, what are they?
3. Alternatives to TDV as a measure of discriminatory power
The previous section discusses strengths and problems of the traditional term
discrimination value as an estimate of a term’s power to discriminate clusters.  A few
suggestions are offered as alternatives: can any of them outperform TDV?
4. Sensitivity of TDV to stopwords
To the best of this investigator’s knowledge, no study has reported sensitivity od
discrimination values to high-frequency words as described in Chapter VI. Terms
occurring in greater than 90% of the documents influenced not only their own
discrimination values, but those of terms occurring in fewer documents as well. What is
the complete explanation for this sensitivity?  Why does the relationship between
collection frequency and TDV when a stop list is not applied resemble the relationship
that Willett discovered between frequency and discrimination value under Euclidean
distance?
5. Human analysts’ ability to recognize structure
Given reliable methods for selecting discriminating attributes, are human analysts
more capable of correct inferences about clustered vector spaces than evenly or randomly
distributed spaces? For example, would inferences about metric vs. angular dissimilarity
be harder for subjects viewing Figure IX-8 or Figure IX-9? These research questions
could be addressed in controlled laboratory experiments.
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6. Impact in a realistic retrieval setting
Could a document retrieval system based on this study’s exploratory visualization
principles succeed in a realistic retrieval setting? What measures other than precision and
recall (Section II.A) could be used to evaluate the system’s effectiveness? What kinds of
document similarity relationships (e.g. distances vs. angles) are most helpful for deciding
which documents to examine?
7. Generalizability to non-text document attributes
The principles applied in this study for seeking structure in texts can be just as
easily applied to other attributes (e.g., numeric attributes). However, much of the
motivation and interpretation presupposes that term frequencies are of interest. How
realistic are those assumptions if (for example) the document analysis strategy were
applied to a numeric database?
D. CONCLUSION
The opening chapter of this study asks whether there’s a way (or ways) for a
human analyst to select document attributes that separate a retrieved set into fairly
distinct clusters. Such a technique must draw analysts’ attention to formal properties that
influence clustering, while allowing the analyst to intervene when meaningful attributes
are recognized. Chapters II and III detailed the role such techniques might play in
improving the effectiveness of information retrieval systems. Chapter III proposed two
guidelines for the selection of extracted terms or stems, one based on discrimination
value and one based on independence. Results of pilot studies suggested those guidelines
might satisfy the requirements outlined in Chapter I for a document analysis strategy.
Chapter IV discussed clustering tendency, and explained the choice of elongation and
skewness as measures of clustering tendency in this study. Chapters V, VI, VII, and VIII
report the results of an experimental assessment of the two document analysis guidelines.
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It was found that, while discrimination and independence do contribute to
clustering in document spaces, the guidelines are not reliable in the form originally
proposed in Chapter III. Each guideline demonstrated a reliable effect on one of the two
clustering tendency measures, but consistency between skewness and elongation
measures was lacking. It was shown that term discrimination value is a complex measure,
and that some attribute properties to which it is sensitive are unrelated to clustering
tendency.
It seems likely that future work may lead to a modification of the analysis strategy
that can inform the design of visualization interfaces to IR systems.  As outlined in the
previous section, such research must address some new problems uncovered in the course
of this study. In 1975 Gerard Salton wrote that too little was known about relationships
between properties of an indexing vocabulary and clustering properties of the
corresponding object space. Although this study has raised more questions than it has
answered, it has taken steps toward clarifying those relationships.
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Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness













































































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness
















































































































































Residuals: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness
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Residuals: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Skewness













































































































































Experiment 2: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Elongation









































































































































Residuals: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Elongation
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Residuals: Intercorrelation Sum vs. Elongation







































































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Skewness
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Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation
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Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation
Bible Chapters (stoplist applied)


































































Residuals: TDV rank vs. Elongation
Bible chapters (stoplist applied)


















































Experiment 1: TDV Rank vs. Elongation 
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Residuals: TDV Rank vs. Elongation






























THE VIBE POSITIONING ALGORITHM
This section describes VIBE’s plotting algorithm, and presents a proof that the










1. Summary of the Positioning Function
This summary is adapted directly from [51].
Input to the VIBE positioning function consists of two vectors.  The first is a
document score vector D [d1,d2,...,dn], where n is the number of POIs and di is the weight
on POI i for the document being plotted.  The second input vector is a POI position
vector P [p1,p2,...,pn], where n is the number of POIS and pi is the display position (x,y)
for POI i.
The two input vectors are combined into the set S = {(d1,p1),(d2,p2),...(dn,pn)}
1. If a document has a positive weight on only one POI k, the document icon
is positioned on top of this POI at position pk.
2. If a document has positive weights on two or more POIs, two elements
from set S are removed. We will call these sa and sb. Each of these elements
consists of a score value and a position -- (da,pa) and (db,pb). An
intermediate position (pi) for the document relative to the positions given
by pa and pb is then computed. This position will be on the line between pa
and pb closest to the position that has the highest score. The distance from
pa to this intermediate position pi will be determined by: L where L is
db
db+da
the distance from pa to pb. The score di is set equal to da + db. The element
(di,pi) is added to S.
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3. If only one element is left in S apply rule 1 and stop, otherwise apply rule 2
and repeat.
In the next subsection, it will be proven that the final document position is
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Figure B-1: Positioning with respect to three POIs
Figure B-1 shows an example of how a document is positioned with respect to
three POIs A, B, and C. The document is first positioned with respect to A and B, after
which the intermediate position is updated with respect to POI C.
2. Proof of weighted vector sum equivalence
In this section it is shown that VIBE’s plotting algorithm is equivalent to the
weighted sum∑ p→i where p→i represents the two-dimensional position vector forni=1 wi∑ wjnj=1
POI i in the plane of the VIBE display, wi represents the weight of POI i for the
document being positioned, and n is the number of POIs.
Equivalence to the weighted vector sum is shown by mathematical induction.
Figure B-2 shows equivalence for exactly two POIs. In Figure B-3, it is assumed that the
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Figure B-2: Positioning with respect to two POIs
algorithm is equivalent for n POIs, and shows that the equivalence holds for n + 1 POIs.
In Figure B-3, the document is positioned with respect to POI Pn+1 last of all. However,
the vector sum is the same, no matter which POI is chosen to be Pn+1. Hence, the
positioning function is independent of the order in which elements are selected from the
set of POIs.
Suppose a k-dimensional VIBE display, plotting with respect to k POIs. If each
POI were positioned unit distance from the origin of the display on vectors orthogonal to
each other, then the final position vector for the document would have a length of 1.0,
computed according to the L1 metric. Therefore, the VIBE positioning function can be

















































































These are the titles for the three document sets described in Section V.E.1. The
Bible chapters and Federalist papers were retrieved over the Internet from a collection of
electronic texts21.













































































































































































































































































































































































































1. Federalist Paper Number 13
To the People of the State of New York:  As CONNECTED with the subject of
revenue, we may with propriety consider that of economy. The money saved from one
object may be usefully applied to another, and there will be so much the less to be drawn
from the pockets of the people. If the States are united under one government, there will
be but one national civil list to support; if they are divided into several confederacies,
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there will be as many different national civil lists to be provided for--and each of them, as
to the principal departments, coextensive with that which would be necessary for a
government of the whole. The entire separation of the States into thirteen unconnected
sovereignties is a project too extravagant and too replete with danger to have many
advocates. The ideas of men who speculate upon the dismemberment of the empire seem
generally turned toward three confederacies--one consisting of the four Northern, another
of the four Middle, and a third of the five Southern States. There is little probability that
there would be a greater number. According to this distribution, each confederacy would
comprise an extent of territory larger than that of the kingdom of Great Britain. No well-
informed man will suppose that the affairs of such a confederacy can be properly
regulated by a government less comprehensive in its organs or institutions than that
which has been proposed by the convention.  When the dimensions of a State attain to a
certain magnitude, it requires the same energy of government and the same forms of
administration which are requisite in one of much greater extent.  This idea admits not of
precise demonstration, because there is no rule by which we can measure the momentum
of civil power necessary to the government of any given number of individuals; but when
we consider that the island of Britain, nearly commensurate with each of the supposed
confederacies, contains about eight millions of people, and when we reflect upon the
degree of authority required to direct the passions of so large a society to the public good,
we shall see no reason to doubt that the like portion of power would be sufficient to
perform the same task in a society far more numerous.  Civil power, properly organized
and exerted, is capable of diffusing its force to a very great extent; and can, in a manner,
reproduce itself in every part of a great empire by a judicious arrangement of subordinate
institutions.
The supposition that each confederacy into which the States would be likely to be
divided would require a government not less comprehensive than the one proposed, will
be strengthened by another supposition, more probable than that which presents us with
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three confederacies as the alternative to a general Union. If we attend carefully to
geographical and commercial considerations, in conjunction with the habits and
prejudices of the different States, we shall be led to conclude that in case of disunion they
will most naturally league themselves under two governments. The four Eastern States,
from all the causes that form the links of national sympathy and connection, may with
certainty be expected to unite. New York, situated as she is, would never be unwise
enough to oppose a feeble and unsupported flank to the weight of that confederacy. There
are other obvious reasons that would facilitate her accession to it.  New Jersey is too
small a State to think of being a frontier, in opposition to this still more powerful
combination; nor do there appear to be any obstacles to her admission into it. Even
Pennsylvania would have strong inducements to join the Northern league. An active
foreign commerce, on the basis of her own navigation, is her true policy, and coincides
with the opinions and dispositions of her citizens. The more Southern States, from
various circumstances, may not think themselves much interested in the encouragement
of navigation. They may prefer a system which would give unlimited scope to all nations
to be the carriers as well as the purchasers of their commodities. Pennsylvania may not
choose to confound her interests in a connection so adverse to her policy. As she must at
all events be a frontier, she may deem it most consistent with her safety to have her
exposed side turned towards the weaker power of the Southern, rather than towards the
stronger power of the Northern, Confederacy. This would give her the fairest chance to
avoid being the Flanders of America. Whatever may be the determination of
Pennsylvania, if the Northern Confederacy includes New Jersey, there is no likelihood of
more than one confederacy to the south of that State.
Nothing can be more evident than that the thirteen States will be able to support a
national government better than one half, or one third, or any number less than the whole.
This reflection must have great weight in obviating that objection to the proposed plan,
which is founded on the principle of expense; an objection, however, which, when we
come to take a nearer view of it, will appear in every light to stand on mistaken ground.
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If, in addition to the consideration of a plurality of civil lists, we take into view the
number of persons who must necessarily be employed to guard the inland communication
between the different confederacies against illicit trade, and who in time will infallibly
spring up out of the necessities of revenue; and if we also take into view the military
establishments which it has been shown would unavoidably result from the jealousies and
conflicts of the several nations into which the States would be divided, we shall clearly
discover that a separation would be not less injurious to the economy, than to the
tranquillity, commerce, revenue, and liberty of every part.
2. Chapter 17 of 2nd Kings
017:001: In the twelfth year of Ahaz king of Judah began Hoshea the son of Elah
to reign in Samaria over Israel nine years.
017:002: And he did that which was evil in the sight of the LORD, but not as the
kings of Israel that were before him.
017:003: Against him came up Shalmaneser king of Assyria; and Hoshea became
his servant, and gave him presents.
017:004: And the king of Assyria found conspiracy in Hoshea: for he had sent
messengers to So king of Egypt, and brought no present to the king of Assyria, as he had
done year by year: therefore the king of Assyria shut him up, and bound him in prison.
017:005: Then the king of Assyria came up throughout all the land, and went up to
Samaria, and besieged it three years.
017:006: In the ninth year of Hoshea the king of Assyria took Samaria, and carried
Israel away into Assyria, and placed them in Halah and in Habor by the river of Gozan,
and in the cities of the Medes.
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017:007: For so it was, that the children of Israel had sinned against the LORD
their God, which had brought them up out of the land of Egypt, from under the hand of
Pharaoh king of Egypt, and had feared other gods,
017:008: And walked in the statutes of the heathen, whom the LORD cast out from
before the children of Israel, and of the kings of Israel, which they had made.
017:009: And the children of Israel did secretly those things that were not right
against the LORD their God, and they built them high places in all their cities, from the
tower of the watchmen to the fenced city.
017:010: And they set them up images and groves in every high hill, and under
every green tree:
017:011: And there they burnt incense in all the high places, as did the heathen
whom the LORD carried away before them; and wrought wicked things to provoke the
LORD to anger:
017:012: For they served idols, whereof the LORD had said unto them, Ye shall
not do this thing.
017:013: Yet the LORD testified against Israel, and against Judah, by all the
prophets, and by all the seers, saying, Turn ye from your evil ways, and keep my
commandments and my statutes, according to all the law which I commanded your
fathers, and which I sent to you by my servants the prophets.
017:014: Notwithstanding they would not hear, but hardened their necks, like to
the neck of their fathers, that did not believe in the LORD their God.
017:015: And they rejected his statutes, and his covenant that he made with their
fathers, and his testimonies which he testified against them; and they followed vanity,
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and became vain, and went after the heathen that were round about them, concerning
whom the LORD had charged them, that they should not do like them.
017:016: And they left all the commandments of the LORD their God, and made
them molten images, even two calves, and made a grove, and worshipped all the host of
heaven, and served Baal.
017:017: And they caused their sons and their daughters to pass through the fire,
and used divination and enchantments, and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the
LORD, to provoke him to anger.
017:018: Therefore the LORD was very angry with Israel, and removed them out
of his sight: there was none left but the tribe of Judah only.
017:019: Also Judah kept not the commandments of the LORD their God, but
walked in the statutes of Israel which they made.
017:020: And the LORD rejected all the seed of Israel, and afflicted them, and
delivered them into the hand of spoilers, until he had cast them out of his sight.
017:021: For he rent Israel from the house of David; and they made Jeroboam the
son of Nebat king: and Jeroboam drave Israel from following the LORD, and made them
sin a great sin.
017:022: For the children of Israel walked in all the sins of Jeroboam which he did;
they departed not from them;
017:023: Until the LORD removed Israel out of his sight, as he had said by all his
servants the prophets. So was Israel carried away out of their own land to Assyria unto
this day.
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017:024: And the king of Assyria brought men from Babylon, and from Cuthah,
and from Ava, and from Hamath, and from Sepharvaim, and placed them in the cities of
Samaria instead of the children of Israel: and they possessed Samaria, and dwelt in the
cities thereof.
017:025: And so it was at the beginning of their dwelling there, that they feared not
the LORD: therefore the LORD sent lions among them, which slew some of them.
017:026: Wherefore they spake to the king of Assyria, saying, The nations which
thou hast removed, and placed in the cities of Samaria, know not the manner of the God
of the land: therefore he hath sent lions among them, and, behold, they slay them,
because they know not the manner of the God of the land.
017:027: Then the king of Assyria commanded, saying, Carry thither one of the
priests whom ye brought from thence; and let them go and dwell there, and let him teach
them the manner of the God of the land.
017:028: Then one of the priests whom they had carried away from Samaria came
and dwelt in Bethel, and taught them how they should fear the LORD.
017:029: Howbeit every nation made gods of their own, and put them in the houses
of the high places which the Samaritans had made, every nation in their cities wherein
they dwelt.
017:030: And the men of Babylon made Succothbenoth, and the men of Cuth made
Nergal, and the men of Hamath made Ashima,
017:031: And the Avites made Nibhaz and Tartak, and the Sepharvites burnt their
children in fire to Adrammelech and Anammelech, the gods of Sepharvaim.
017:032: So they feared the LORD, and made unto themselves of the lowest of
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them priests of the high places, which sacrificed for them in the houses of the high
places.
017:033: They feared the LORD, and served their own gods, after the manner of
the nations whom they carried away from thence.
017:034: Unto this day they do after the former manners: they fear not the LORD,
neither do they after their statutes, or after their ordinances, or after the law and
commandment which the LORD commanded the children of Jacob, whom he named
Israel;
017:035: With whom the LORD had made a covenant, and charged them, saying,
Ye shall not fear other gods, nor bow yourselves to them, nor serve them, nor sacrifice to
them:
017:036: But the LORD, who brought you up out of the land of Egypt with great
power and a stretched out arm, him shall ye fear, and him shall ye worship, and to him
shall ye do sacrifice.
017:037: And the statutes, and the ordinances, and the law, and the commandment,
which he wrote for you, ye shall observe to do for evermore; and ye shall not fear other
gods.
017:038: And the covenant that I have made with you ye shall not forget; neither
shall ye fear other gods.
017:039: But the LORD your God ye shall fear; and he shall deliver you out of the
hand of all your enemies.
017:040: Howbeit they did not hearken, but they did after their former manner.
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017:041: So these nations feared the LORD, and served their graven images, both





Cosmology today does not stop at t = 1 s. Indeed, "reasonable" statements begin at
the Planck epoch or when t {approx_equal} 10/sup -44/s. In this review, the author
attempts to highlight the current understanding of the various stages in the evolution of
the universe from -- 10/sup -4/s to the period of galaxy formation at
t{approx_equal}0/sup 5/ years. He tries to follow a chronological order for the discussion
and begins with the Planck epoch. In the section entitled INFLATION, discusses the
inflationary epoch. In the section, GUTs and COSMOLOGY, he reviews the present
status of big bang baryosynthesis, i.e., the origin of the apparent slight excess of baryons
over antibaryons. This is perhaps the third most reliable piece of evidence indicating a
hot big bang. He also reviews the present status of big bang nucleosynthesis and discuss
why he feels it is one of the greatest successes of the standard big bang model.  Finally,
in the last section, he reviews the present role of particles in the universe; that is, their






ALGORITHM FOR CREATING AN ARTIFICIAL DATA SET
As discussed in Section VIII, this algorithm was designed by Glenn Milligan, with
the exception of two steps that have been added to simulate a document space [48]. In
this study, five clusters will be defined on ten data dimensions and ten noise dimensions.
1. The algorithm
1. Nonoverlapping cluster boundaries for the first data dimension are
randomly assigned. Cluster boundaries on the first dimension are 10 to 40
units, Standard deviation for a cluster is defined as one third of the length.
The mean is defined to be the midpoint of the cluster boundary. Clusters are
randomly ordered on all dimensions, including the first. No overlap of
cluster boundaries is permitted on the first dimension.  Boundaries of
adjacent clusters are separated by a number of units equal to the sum of
cluster standard deviations multiplied by a random number from .25 to .75.
2. Cluster boundaries for the remaining dimensions are assigned.  The range
of all dimensions but the first are limited to 2/3 of the first dimension’s
range. Cluster lengths are randomly selected from a range of 10 to forty
units. Boundaries are assigned to a dimension (after random ordering) with
the possibility that clusters will partially or completely overlap. Standard
deviation for a cluster on a dimension is defined as 1/3 of the cluster’s
length on that dimension. The mean for a cluster on a dimension is defined
as the midpoint of the cluster boundaries.
3. For each cluster, five of the ten data dimensions selected at random will be
assigned a range, mean and standard deviation of zero. This step has been
added to Milligan’s original algorithm to help simulate a document space
(Section VIII).
4. Vectors are assigned to the clusters. For each cluster, standard deviations
along the dimensions are used to create a variance/covariance matrix (off-
diagonal entries are set to zero). Means along each dimension are
assembled into a mean vector.  Vectors are generated from a multivariate
normal distribution, but checked to make sure that they fall within the
boundaries of the cluster.
5. Ten noise dimensions are generated for the data. Values on the noise
dimensions are assigned to vectors randomly within the range of the first
dimension.
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6. A random number from one to ten is generated for each vector in the data
set. Components on all twenty dimensions are multiplied by this number to
randomize the vector length and preserve its slope. This step has been
added to Milligan’s original algorithm to help simulate a document space
(Section VIII).
7. The data set is written to an output file.
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APPENDIX E.
STOPLISTS USED IN EXPERIMENTS.

















































































































CALCULATION OF SLOPE AND INTERCEPT FOR THE TUKEY LINE
As described in Chapter 3 of Donald McNeil’s Interactive Data Analysis, fitting a
Tukey line to bivariate data is a procedure similar to fitting a line by hand with a
transparent straightedge [46]. The description of that procedure in this appendix is
adapted from that chapter. The Tukey line is based on medians, and is therefore less
sensitive to outliers than a least-squares regression line [27].
The slope and intercept of a Tukey line are determined as follows:
1. Divide the data into three groups according to their x values, so that the
three groups contain roughly equal numbers of points. If the number of
points doesn’t divide evenly by three, put the extra points in the middle
region.
2. Define a point in each of the outer regions with the x coordinate equal to
the median x value for that region and the y coordinate equal to the median
y value for that region. Call these points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2).
3. Compute the difference in x values and the difference in y values between
the points defined in the last step. The slope of the Tukey line is equal to
the difference in y values divided by the difference in x values:
m = (y2 − y1)/(x2 −x1).
4. Compute the y intercept for the Tukey line by taking the median of the
differences y − (m × x) for each x,y pair. This ensures that half of the
points will lie above the line, and half will lie below it.
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